YouJll add dignity and beauty
to your Easter service with

Co1nmuniorz Ware from

COKESBURY
Either of these two fine quality, durable communion sets will add grace
and beauty to your Easter service. Two attractive finishes-gleaming
brass or polished aluminum. Features: each communion tray holds 40
glasses (not included); beautiful finishes that require little care; and
seamless trays shaped to aid firm gripping, easy to clean and precisely
fitted for easy stacking. Each piece is strongly constructed for many years
of service and lasting beauty. Postage extra.
The gleaming brass communion ware comes in an attractive traditional design with
covers available in a choice
of adornments-a knob or
Maltese cross. Three level
glassholders and easy-to-clean
seamless trays are also featured.

TRAY. Holds 40 glasses. Diameter.
12% ln.; 2% in. deep. Shpg. wt.,
3 lbs., 4 ozs. SB-1611 ...... S22.00
GLASSES TO FIT. Crystallite, 1%
in. high. Shpg. wt., per doz., 5
ozs. M0-1 P ............ doz., Sl.25
COVER. Specify Maltese cross or
knob. Diameter, 11~'4 in.; 4 in.
high. Shpg. wt., 1 lb., 12 ozs.
SB-1612 .................... S18.00
BASE. One base needed for each
stack. Diameter, 12~8 in.; 1~ in.
high. Shpg. wt., 1 lb., 12 ozs.
SB-1613 ..................... $15.00

BREAD PLATE. Diameter, 10 in.;
% in. high. Shpg. wt., 1 lb., 1
oz. SB-1615 ................. Sl0.00
STACKRING. Made to fit bread
plate SB-1615 for stacking. Diameter, 10 3/16 ln., % in. high.
Shpg. wt., 10 ozs.
SB-1615S .................. Sl0.00
STACKING BREAD PLATE. Diameter,
10 in.; 1 3/16 in. high. Shpg. wt.,
1 lb., 8 ozs. SB-1615B ....... S17.00
COVER. Specify Maltese cross or
knob. Diameter, 10 3/16 in.; 2~~
in. high. Shpg. wt., 1 lb., 9 ozs.
SB-1615C ................... S16.00

GLEAMING BRASS
This lightweight communion service is of finest quality aluminum. The finish which gleams with the appeal of silver and
yet requires no polishing will never tarnish. The bread plate
cover fits both stacking and non-stacking plates. Each interlocking tray holds 40 glasses (not included) and stacks with
those of other makes.
TRAY. Without glasses. Stacking,
holds 40 glasses. Diameter, 12
inches. Shpg. wt., 1 lb., 14 ozs.
RV-500 ...................... SS.DO
GLASSES TO FIT. Crystallite. Wt.,
per dozen, 5 ozs. M0-1 P .... Sl.25
COVER. Diameter, 11 inches. Shpg.
wt., 1 lb., 6 ozs. RV-501 .... SS.DO
BASE. Diameter, 12~~ inches. Shpg.
wt., 1 lb., 7 ozs. RV-502 ...... S4.00

Send mail orders to Regional Service Centers

DALLAS, TEXAS 75221 • NASHVILLE, TENN. 37203
PARK RIDGE, ILL. 60068 • RICHMOND, VA. 23216
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94102 • TEAN~CK, _N. J. 07666

BREAD PLATE COVER. Diameter,
6% inches. Shpg. wt., 10 ozs.
RV-503 ...................... S3.50
STACKING BREAD PLATE. Diameter, 10 inches. Shpg. wt., 1 lb.
RV-504 ...................... S4.25
BREAD PLATE. Diameter, 10 inches.
Shpg. wt., 15 ozs.
RV-505 ...................... $3.00

Shop in person at these Cokesbury Stores:
Atlanta • Baltimore • Boston • Chicago • Cincinnati
Dollas • Detroit • Konsos City • Los Angeles • Nashville
New York• Pittsburgh • Richmond • San Francisco
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The month of March this year falls entirely within the season of Lent. This is a time
for Christians of meditation and spiritual
preparation. Mrs. Russell's article gives us
the historical background of a number of our
Lenten customs and observances. These are
both fascinating in themselves and an aid to
a more intelligent understanding of the season.
More general but also an aid to spiritual
understanding is Bishop Ward's article on
"Mission: the Christian's Calling." This is the
title of the mission study this year and those
of you who have held your classes may feel
that this article has come too late. We think
that you will discover that what Bishop
'Nard has written is good for any time.
Ecumenicity is very much in the air these
days but it is not always clear exactly what
is meant by the term. Dr. Tracey Jones takes
a good hard look at the relationship between mission and unity and asks where
does The Methodist Church (and especially
its Board of Missions) stand in all of this. Dr.
Jones has no one answer but outlines alternatives. Let us know your reactions.
Revolution is another term that is very
much in the air these days. It is a term that
frightens some people quite a lot. It is a term
that we had better learn to live with, according to Miss Skiles, if we expect to gain the
trust and respect of youth in Latin America.
This month we bring you a panorama of
missions at work. These may help to give us
an indication of the mission of the church.
They also make fascinating stories. Consider
these that we have in this one issue.
0
Doctors in a mission hospital in India,
going out to work with refugees in a border
war.
0
Bolivian Indians in a little settlement
building a new school that can transform
their lives.
"American Indians, on reservations in
Minnesota, trying to live in a white man's
world.
0
A settlement house in Savannah, Georgia, serving a poor community.
°Citizens of a new nation in Africa, hungrily searching for books to read.
0
A Methodist conference in another African nation, long independent, elects itself a
bishop as it changes its relationship to the
American church.
Our United Nations article this month
continues our examination of ways of fighting crime-this time by the probation system.
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LETTERS.
EYE CLINIC PLANNED IN ALGERIA
The authorities we ha\'e met all have told us
how important an eye clinic will be. But before
we can start we will have to learn another language-this time it will be Schitzoa-which is
also the language used in the church. This is
the seventh language which I have had to learn
since I became a student of theology in 1944.
HonsT FLACHSMEIEH

J\lission Metodiste, II Maten, Algeria

"CONTINUING LEADERSHIP OF WOMEN"
Last March we held a conference in Pachmahri, with fifteen women from eight of the
eleven Annual Conferences. In group discussions
and assembly periods we considered the need
for a program which would provide for continuing leadership of women, particularly for
social-evangelistic service in both mral and
urban churches.
My present appointment is to be "Director
of Lay Leaders' Institutes."
FLOHENCE K. p ALMER
Webb Memorial Compound
Baroda, 2, Gujarat, India
NEW CONFIDENCE IN ALASKA
Homer has completed the most successful
Every-Member Visitation in its history.
Vlith the help of Dr. Meredith Groves, superintendent of the Alaska Mission, and a fine
crew of lay visitors, the visitation was accomplished with great spirit. This campaign has
given the whole church a new confidence.
The churches of the Homer Parish have seen
progress in the past months. Thanks to the
generosity of Methodists across the land during
the Alaska Earthquake Appeal, Homer's building debt was paid. The church was dedicated
by Bishop Raymond Grant on October 12,
1965. It was a big day for Homer Methodists,
for it removed a burden that was neither easy
nor light.
TOM AND GAIL DAHL

The Homer Methodist Parish
P.O. Box 332
Homer, Alaska 99603

UP HILL AND DOWN DALE
FOR BRAZIL DEACONESSES
Two young Brazilian deaconesses, graduates
of the Methodist Institute in Sao Paulo, help in
many ways, in their assignment in Bahia.
Every day Maria Lucia goes up and down the
hills, visiting, encouraging parents to send their
children to the church school, finding out their
needs, distributing food from the United States
Food for Peace program.
A young German deaconess nurse has come to
help open a clinic in the community, as health
(or lack of it) is one of the main problems.
Maria Lucia teaches a literacy class for adults
and young people at the church in the evenings.
After the class, she has quite a distance to walk
to the bus that will take her back to town. The
paths are poorly lighted, and wind around
amongst houses of all sorts of people. But every
one knows and respects the little school teacher,
who is beloved as the "lady of the food." So
she is safer than she would be in the city.
CHARLES AND HELEN CLAY

Caixa 2009, Sao Paulo, Brazil

A STORY OF FAITH
IN THE SAMCHUK DISTRICT
One of the first patients to come to our
tuberculosis clinic in the Samchuk District was a
tall young farmer, about thirty years of age. His

4
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chest x-ray revealed moderately advanced tuberculosis, and we began his treatment.
Over the course of a year, the farmer's wife
and children came, and we found all their x-rays
positive. The entire family was put on antituberculosis medication.
This farmer was not a Christian. But the pastor of his local church visited him, and we encouraged him, and he began attending services.
Now we have no finer Christian in this area
than this farmer.
And, although this patient's recovery from
tuberculosis is slow, his new faith has brought
him a desire to help others who have this
disease. He has brought several of his nonChristian neighbors to the clinic, and he has introduced them to his church.
RUTH STEWART

P. 0. Box 3, Kangneung
Kang Won Do, Korea

"ART IN AFRICAN LIFE"
Dr. Masao Takenaka of Japan has said:
"Christian art must spring spontaneously from
the dialogue of Christian faith wrestling with the
daily problems of the society in which the artist
lives."
One answer to developing art in African life,
as reported by UNESCO, is the introduction of
art centers. Such centers must be subsidized at
the beginning. These centers help adults do
creative art work in their spare time, and contribute to the training of children. Self-expression and exploration in color, wood, and line are
encouraged. Such art centers can awaken community interest and support.
HALL DUNCAN

Africa Art Project, Box 876
Germiston, South Africa

PROGRESS IN SOUTH KOREA
We now have [1965] just over 1,200 Methodist congregations in South Korea with more
than 225,000 members. Reports indicate the
establishment of seventy-three new churches
during the past conference year.
Perhaps the most significant movement during recent months has been the inauguration of
the United Evangelistic Campaign. 'Ve are commemorating the eightieth anniversary of the
founding of Protestant Christianity in Korea. A
number of Korean church leaders have felt led
to launch a great interdenominational evangelistic campaign during this year, and there
has been an excellent response from nearly all
the Christian groups working here.
Run1 AND OLIN BURKHOLDER

Methodist Mission, Int. P. 0. Box 1182
Seoul, Korea

THE PARENTS AND THE STUDENTS
You may find it interesting to know how the
parents of our students make a living. Some are
farmers. Farming is an occupation which engages forty-five per cent of the labor force in
Japan. Of this number, sixty per cent are women. In the small farms around our area, rice is
the staple crop, and is the main item of diet.
Some of our students come from the homes of
ministers. Protestant churches are usually small,
and their ministers must supplement their income by teaching, or some other job.
Some of the mothers of our students are
kindergarten teachers. Some of the fathers are in
public education. Teaching is an honored profession in Japan, and to be introduced as sensei is
a mark of distinction.
Mothers and fathers of some Sehva students
are restaurant keepers or employers.
One father operates a dress shop; another is
a policeman. One father, who is a fruit grower,

takes two days out of his week to help the
church in its evangelistic effort.
DALE

c. KEELER

Seiwa College for Christian Workers
Okadayama, Nishinomiya, Japan

FRUITFUL HARVEST IN MUTAMBARA
The farm here on the mission is large and very
productive. It furnishes milk, fruit, and vegetables for the mission, and a surplus for selling.
It is an excellent teaching example for the students. There is mixed farming and grazing, all
done under irrigation.
There is a primary school, and one year of
secondary school. There is also a teacher-training course.
The hospital has 75 beds, and serves a oommunity of 750 Europeans, and 4,500 African
people.
DoN AND RuTII RUDY

Mutambara Methodist Center
P. 0. Mutambara, Rhodesia, Africa

METHODISTS IN TAIWAN
The Methodist Church here was organized
early in 1953. The Wesley Methodist was established with ninety-two founding members. Today the membership is more than a thousand.
The Methodist Church is engaged in other
types of work on the island, including medical,
educational, and social services. The Church
operates a low-cost housing project in Kaohsiung. It cooperates with other churches in
evangelism, theological education, relief projects, audio-visual education, and Christian literature.
The Church has special Goodwill Services for
handicapped people, and a sewing cooperative
for women in Taichung.
Besides twenty-five Methodist missionaries
there are nine ordained Chinese pastors and
three deaconesses.
MARGUERITE TWINEM

Wesley Girls' Middle School
Wai Shuan Hsi, Shin-Lin
Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China

ROADS AND RATIONS IN INDIA
In 1953 when famine conditions prevailed in
our district, large amounts of Church World
Service (through MCOR) grain were distributed to prevent starvation. But outright gifts
of grain had an element of charity which did not
encourage self-respect.
Since then we have experimented with projects of self-help in road construction. That is,
we provide grain in return for voluntary service
in building roads. Some road-builders walk
more than ten miles each day, to and from work.
We have had excellent cooperation between
our church-sponsored program and three levels
of government. Headmen and others have given
help.
So roads are being built and hungry people
are being fed.
PAUL AND MABEL 'VAGNEH

ADGIR, Dist. Osmanabad
:Maharashtra, India

THE BISHOPS AND THE CRUSADE SCHOLARS
Both the new bishops of the Methodist
Church in Southern Asia are friends of ours. 'We
are glad that the pattern of all four bishops
being Indian has continued. There was no
dearth of good candidates. It is good that our
church has so many capable leaders, and it
seems obvious that the Crusade Scholarship program has made a large contribution toward the
developing of leadership.
MOLLY AND DICK TAYLOR

The College, Serampore
West Bengal, India
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THE FUTURE OF JOHN WESLEY'S
l\IETHODISl\1, Henry D. Rack. Richmond, Virginia, 1965: John Knox
Press, 80 pp., paperback, $1. 75.
This book, by a British Methodist, presents an interesting study in what he considers important for the shape and future of
Methodism in our time.
Henry Rack after a taut, well-documented
chapter on the making of the Methodist
tradition from the 18th through the 19th
century turns to a discussion of how the
l'vlethodist Church has emerged from its
isolation, in the last century, from both society and other churches. If he has been
over-pessimistic regarding Methodism's cooperative role in the last century, he becomes over-optimistic about Methodism's
solving its problems regarding complete
Church re-union in this century.
The final chapter, with the misleading
title "A New Mission for :tviethodism?" is
really a discussion of the proposals of reunion between British Anglicans and Methodists, which may indeed, help the mission,
but this is not conclusively proven by the
author. Both the doctrinal and practical
matters he raises leave many questions unanswered concerning the meaning and role
of both the ministers and laity. The last
section asking whether the Church's future
is based on renewal or revolution does not
come to grips with the issues of the established church, although he enters into a lively dialogue with Peter Berger's argument as
contained in his book The Noise of Solemn
Assemblies, written five years ago. Recent
arguments on the establishment by Franz
Hildebrandt and others are not dealt with.
The author speaks bravely, and correctly, of
the need for a radical revision of words,
worship, and ecclesiastical order in the new
Church that he feels will contain John Wesley's Methodism, but he has failed to point
the way.
William B. Gould
REMEMBER THE WIND, by William
McK. Chapman. Philadelphia, 1965:
J.B. Lippincott Co.; 240 pages, $5.95.
If you want to see and understand the
modern American Indian-at least the Indian of the Sioux Reservation in South
Dakota-you will get a better "image" by
reading this delightful "prairie memoir" by a
young man from the East who spent three
years in the Reservation as a teacher than
by reading any sociological study or encyclopedia.
Mr. Chapman had been a reporter on the
Brooklyn Daily Eagle, then a news correspondent and later editor for Time and Life
publications. But when his young son developed asthma, the family moved \Vest,
and to South Dakota to seek a dry climate.
There in 1958 he was found by the Episcopal bishop of the Dakotas and asked to take
over the running of St. Elizabeth's School
on the Standing Rock Reservation for Sioux
Indians. The three years Mr. and Mrs.
Chapman spent with some sixty young InMARCH 1966

dians at this School "gave him an education
in prairie life and Indian ways."
Remember the Wind is a story of real life
as the Chapmans viewed it on the Reservation. The story has deep pathos, yet there are
humor and pleasure-and information not
to be easily acquired from any other "Indian book." The author is not only a good
observer, but a good writer and story-teller.
The characters you meet on every page are
living men, and women, and children-victims, if you will, of the European's invasion
of America.
IT ALL BEGAN WITH GOD, hy W. l\IcFerrin Stowe. Nashville, 1965: Abingdon Press; 112 pages, $2.50.
Twelve sermons by Dr. Stowe (now a
Bishop of The Methodist Church) are based
on the subtitle theme, "All of life is in God's
hands." The sermons are modern expositions
on topics vital to a knowledge of today's
Christian belief: Man; Freedom; Jesus
Christ; Grace; Joy; Work; Prayer; The
Church; Hope; Love; Resurrection "I Am
the Alpha and Omega-First and Last."
JOHN WESLEY, edited by Albert C.
Outler. New Yo~k, 1964: Oxford
Univ. Press; 516 pages, $7.50.
THE OXFORD MOVEMENT, edited by
E. R. Fairweather. New York, 1964;
Oxford Univ. Press; 4-00 pages, $7.00
AND INCARNATION IN MIDNINTEENTH CENTURY GERMAN
THEOLOGY, edited by Claude Welch.
New York, 1965, Oxford Univ. Press,
391 pages, $7.00.

GOD

l\IELANCHTHON ON CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE, edited by Clyde L. Manschreck. New York, 1965; Oxford
Univ. Press, 356 pages, $7.00.
Although these first four volumes of the
Library of Protestant thought will be used
mostly by scholars they should also find a
welcome from others who are concerned
about gaining a better understanding of the
issues and the theologians who have been
decisive in the shaping of Protestant thought
in the era preceding ours. For we are the
spiritual heirs of these writers and their
treatment of basic doctrii:ml themes still provides the framework for much of the
church's polity.
Albert Outler has carefully selected the
basic writings of John Wesley and has allowed the founder of Methodism to be his
own interpreter. The editor's preface helps
the reader understand more fully the dimensions of Wesley's thought in terms of
what is described as "evangelical catholicism." Outler has also provided a brief introduction to each of the three major sections of the volume: "The Theologian
Self-Interpreted," "Theological Foundations," "Theologies in Conflict," and has provided a selected bibliography on the works
by Wesley and, about him. Methodist
readers in particular should find this one
volume work an invaluable key to understanding Wesley and to seeing where his influence has been both felt and ignored by
contemporary Methodism.

Eugene Fairweather, while indicating an
appreciation for the work of the Oxford
Movement, allows the leaders of the Anglocatholic revolution-Newman, Ward, Pusey,
Kebel, Isaac Williams and Wilberforce-to
present their own defense through a representative selection of their works that deal
with the central issues of their times: the
role of the national Church, the interpretation of the Church of England's thirty-nine
articles, and the understanding of the Sacraments. The editor's brief introduction appears to be an oversimplification of the issues raised by the Oxford Movement and
omits any real criticism of its position. Although the editor's introduction to each
specific work selected is helpful, the reader
should measure the conclusions he reaches
against other surveys of the Oxford Movement by those who have been more aware
of its deficiencies.
The volume of Nineteenth Century German theology is the most specialized in the
series. Although the editor has made a good
case for understanding the writings of
Thomasius, Dorner, and Biedermann in
preparation for understanding the theological scene of our O\Vn day, the readings are
turgid in style and complex in their discussion of the person and work of Christ. In
addition to a general introduction in which
the place and major contributions of the
authors are outlined, the editor supplies a
helpful preface to each of the texts, as well
as a bibliography listing the primary and
secondary sources for the three men.
A good translation of Melanchthon's
Loci Communes has been long needed, and
Clyde L. Manschreck has admirably supplied this need. In his preface, he gives an
introduction to the historical and theological
background of Melanchthon, and indicates
why the Loci Communes (written in 1556)
is important for an understanding of Protestantism from the sixteenth century to the
present day. Methodist readers should be
interested in the great influence that
Melanchthon had upon the formulation of
the Anglican thirty-nine articles and, in
turn, upon the Methodist selection from
them. The questions raised by Manschreck
concerning the interpretation of Melanchthon
deal not only with the reformer's relation
to Luther, but with how the acts of God relate to the acts of man, the relation of justification to sanctification, and the meaning of
predestination. All these issues have a direct
relation to the present-day ecumenical
dialogue, and should help the reader to
distinguish between the Church that Luther
founded and the emerging Lutheran
Church of today.
These four volumes are not only a major
contribution toward the understanding of
Protestant thought; they help interpret the
religious climate that has evolved for our
day. If we are to be responsible participants
in the search for Church unity, these studies
will help us do our home work. Three additional volumes are promised in this series:
Horace Bushnell, Reformed Dogmatics and
The Social Gospel in America, each edited
by a scholar competent in his field.
William B. Gould
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What About China?
One hopeful byproduct of the generally disash·ous war in Vietnam is
the long overdue look at China that
is beginning to take place among the
American people.
It is a truism that such a reexamination of American policy is alarmingly needed. If it is unfair to the
U.S. government to charge that it
pretends that China does not exist, it
is nonetheless true that much support
of our present policy stems from a
wish by the American public that the
present regime in China did not exist.
Such an attitude is particularly prevalent among Christians in the United
States, who saw a regime headed by
professed believers and friendly to
the Christian churches overthrown
by a government aggressively atheist
which has imprisoned or expelled
overseas missionaries and carried on a
campaign of villification against them.
It is certainly understandable if personal loyalties reinforced moral and
political judgments to undergird a
policy which made the Chinese Communists the international "bad guys."
Understandable though they may
be, such feelings easily degenerate
into sentimentality and nostalgia.
Hopefully, there are signs of a
change. The recent statements on
China by the Methodist Board of Missions (see news story on page 40)
and the General Board of the National Council of Churches and the recent
study conference on China held in
Chicago are signs of a deep uneasiness over our present policy of the exclusion of China from the community
of nations.
In debating that policy, there has
been a superabundance of moral judgments by those who favor our present
policy and by those who oppose it.
The aim of foreign policy is to serve
national ends. While national ends
must ultimately be moral and while
methods employed by governments
should not be immoral (even though
they frequently are), it is not the purpose of foreign policy to directly
carry on a "moral crusade." This usually results only in bad morality and
bad foreign policy.
The true criticism of American foreign policy toward China is that it is
6
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producing results the exact opposite the mass media announced to a
of what it hopes to achieve. What startled world that Dr. Thomas J. J.
isolates China from the international Altizer, a professor of religion at
community is her own actions. What Emory University, was a leading exgains her sympathy is American at- ponent of the school of contemporary
theology which holds that many of
tempts to isolate her.
The whole attempt at isolation is our theistic concepts are no longer
probably a fruitless one in today's useful and that "God is dead."
world, in any case, but it can certainSince Dr. Altizer had been a memly be argued that what a reasonable ber of the Emory faculty for some
foreign policy on America's part years and since the strain of thought
would do would be to attempt to he represents is a serious one in condraw China ever closer into world af- temporary theology, it might seem
fairs. China's hostility and rage difficult to account for the controagainst the United States requires a versy that has been raging ever since.
good deal of ignorance that it is to our
The administration of Emory Uniadvantage to dispel.
versity took the sensible view that
It should be frankly admitted that controversies such as these are part of
there is no easy road to better rela- the business of a university and what
tions between the two countries. A better place for a man who calls himyoung, aggressively revolutionary self a "Christian atheist" than in a
government almost demands an university which calls itself Christian.
enemy to rally against and it is very A number of disgruntled alumni comquestionable whether the leaders of plained and threatened to withhold
the Communist government want bet- money but it is a time-honored functer relations with the United States. tion of alumni to complain of the terThis is so much more the reason why rible shape their old schools have
we must work unceasingly to show fallen into since they left.
our openness and flexibility.
It was in this situation, rather faThere are some signs that our gov- miliar on the academic scene, that the
ernment is beginning to realize this- College of Bishops issued their stateoffers to admit Chinese journalists to ment. It is rather a pleasant novelty
the U.S. whether there is reciproca- these days to find groups of bishops
tion by the Chinese or not, permission much interested in theology and one
for doctors and other scientists to visit that we would like to encourage.
It was a double disappointment
China, etc. These are steps in the right
then to find that the Bishops had not
direction but only steps.
Since the McCarthy era, the Amer- only called Dr. Altizer a heretic which
ican government and people have is their right but had clearly proposed
been prisoners of their own myths. that he be treated like one. The stateOne of the most hopeful signs of the ment contains a thinly veiled appeal
Kennedy administration was a begin- to the trustees of Emory (several of
ning at breaking out of these stereo- whom are also among the Southeasttyped ways of thought. The current ern bishops) to overrule the adminisVietnam debate is a further step in tration and silence or dismiss Dr.
this process. Painful as it may be, we Altizer. This is where the fun stops.
The issue here goes far beyond Dr.
must press forward with this "demyAltizer's
views to the nature of a unithologizing." For it is to the truth that
versity
and
more particularly a Chriswe owe our ultimate loyalty.
tian university. A university is a place
to seek truth, not a glorified Sunday
An Unfortunate Statement school or catechism class.
It is the Christian's ultimate comDeep down inside, we feel sure the
mitment to truth that makes us de- bishops know this and that they just
plore the recent statement issued by got carried away. Whatever the reathe College of Bishops of the South- son, they should ponder the fact that
eastern Jurisdiction of The Methodist to reinforce the image of the church
Church in connection with the "death as timid, authoritarian and afraid of
of God" controversy.
free debate is a much greater blow to
For those who have missed this the Christian faith than any man's
academic furor, a word of explanation views, no matter how heretical they
may be in order. Several months ago, may seem.
\VORLD OUTLOOK
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is ne\'er ready for the call
of God, but God still calls.
God sets the pace and we
either falter or follow. \Ve
do not take up God's m1ss1on tomorrow
when we arc read\• but todav when God
calls.
·
·
This means that we will make mistakes. It means that we will become overzealous in mission, identifying our own
work with God's and that as we pursue
well-intentioned efforts we will hear a
\'Oicc savin~. ''Get behind me. Satan!
... You. ar~ not on the side of God." It
means that we will again and again become stubborn about ha\'ing our own
way in mission and must always be
humble enough to pray "not as I will,
hut as Thou wilt."
\Ve arc not to excuse ourselves bv unreadiness. \Ve arc not to plead for ·more
time. \Ve have all the time there is. l11c
day of sah·ation is here. During the day
we must work, for the ni~ht cometh when
no man can work. \Vhe; the Voice calls
we can only respond, "Herc am I! Send
me." \Ve arc to commit our li\'cs in mission and trnst that in all things God will
prevail. Confronting our unreadiness we
can only pray with the ~laster, "Now is
my soul troubled. And what shall I say,
'Father, sa\'c me from this hour?' No, for
this purpose I ha\'c come to this hour."
The Christian's calling in mission is a
~IARCH
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summons to secular invoh·cme11t. Hefcrcncc to the secular concept (quite different, by the way, than secularism, just as
humanization is diff crcnt from humanism) can lead into a semantic discussion
with no end in view.
The simplest and most helpful interpretation of the word that I know is
found in The Secular City by Harvey
Cox. In this book he describes the secular as that complex of circumstances
wherein the affairs of the world "become
man's task and man's responsibility."
\Vhat we have here, in my judgment,
is that overstatement of objective fact
which is necessary to get us thinking
straight about our world. Thank God
there is one responsible that is not man.
"The Earth," all signs of urban complexity to the contrary, "is the Lord's." ;\fan
with all his achievements neither creates
nor controls the world. But man is beginning to learn how to live in and with the
world and this is very important. }.fan
docs not create space but he is beginning
to travel and explore space. This secular
age is overpowering and overwhelming
and in both its geophysical and sociological aspects speaks to religion no less
than it speaks to science, education and
politics. The secular age clearly affirms
that many aspects of eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth century religion,
to use the word of Dr. Cox, ha\'e "col-
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lapsed.''
\Ve must confront this evaluation of
our time. There is vast change in the
contemporary world, greater than man
has ever known before. Dietrich Bonhoeff cr describes our time as "man coming of age." Another speaks of this age as
a period of the "true humanization of all
mankind." You will think of other generalizations.
The secular age means the end of much
that has characterized education, science
and business in previous decades. And as
these aspects of man's experience are now
changed and are being changed by the
changing world, so religion has been
changed and is changing. Jesus Christ is
"the same yesterday, today and forc\'er."
His Lordship is eternal and everlasting.
We know that the world is always racing
to catch up with Him. This means that
the church must change. The religious
life is not the same yesterday, today and
forever. The church of today is not like
the medieval church, as is obvious to anyone who has looked at world hist0ry,
even in the elementary grades.
The church is always dying to rise
again. The church is a strange mixture
of the human and the divine. The church
moves under divine imperative but she
has feet of clay. The church speaks the
Word of God but she has to use the language of the people, and the vernacular
[Ill]
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of a specific time. The Holy Bible must
always be in process of revision. An Authorized Version, no matter how scholarly
and beautiful, sooner or later fulfills its
purpose, leaving scholarship and faith
the task of revising again until we have a
Revised Standard Version.
Everything that marks a living religion
is forever dying only to be reborn. Man's
mission as a follower of Christ is forever
reaching a dead end, or a dull plateau.
Time runs out on it. To go forward it
must be reborn. The affirmation, "Ye
must be born again," is a process without
end. The need to be reborn confronts
every person and everything in the
church. Rebirth is an imperative not only
for the sinner but for the saint. The new
world, suggestively called an urban,
secular world, speaks to the church today
and finds a focal point in reference to
man's Christian calling.
To serve in Christian discipleship in
this secular world means that we must
rediscover what it is to practice the presence of God. Secularism has been defined
as "practicing the absence of God." This
means that the time man spends in buying and selling, hiring and firing, working
in shop, mill, school or office, serving the
bank or newspaper, being entertained in
the club or theater; whether he be a
bishop or a barber, a shop foreman or a
college professor, a housewife or an astronaut-that all of this life has no reference
to God, no orientation to moral and spiritual values, no dependence upon what
Paul Tillich significantly called "the
ground of our being."
Practicing the absence of God means
that we live without regard to Truth. Of
course we do not deny the truth we need
to get us by; the truth that keeps us out
of trouble; the truth we need to win
friends and influence people. This kind of
practical truth we always use. But with
the tmth of Truth we have no concern. In
practicing the absence of God we blur all
lines between right and wrong. The only
questions asked are: Will this get by?
Will this interpretation, this statement,
this position further my goals, my happiness, my success? Even when life gets us
into contradictory straits, it is not Truth
that we tum to to get us out, but half
truths and traditional interpretations of
truth.
In practicing the absence of God man
fails to treat his fellow human beings as
persons. His basic philosophy is "Let him
get, who can, and let him keep, who has
the power." So others become "those people." A rationale develops about "those
people." It is thought to be inevitable that
they should be kept down. It is said that
they suffer not from discrimination but
from their own weakness. When weakness has been overcome and they are
8
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"ready," then, we say, the social problem
will dissolve. So we dehumanize life for
a great segment of our society and contain those not of the white race in legal
and de facto segregation, denying them
the blessings of education, housing, employment and worship which should be
the basic rights of every man.
Practicing the absence of God in a
secular age makes money, sex and pleasure ends in themselves. Life has one purpose and only one, that of self-indulgence
regardless of cost. All of this leads to the
dehumanization of man and sows the
scc(l of cultural suicide.
sucn A world there is, indeed, a
time to practice the presence of
God. For in truth, as there are no
atheists in foxholes, so there are no
atheists in bunny clubs, fraternity and sorority houses, banks, real estate offices,
governors' suites or fashionable country
clubs. All, or at least most, of the inhabitants and frequenters of these places and
all other places of our secular society
come out of their day to day environments on occasion to practice the presence of God within the church or the religious society. Both collectively and
individually these persons practice the
presence of God on inaugural days, and
nearly all have at least one or two holy
clays in the course of the year when religion has a prior claim upon their time
and attention.
The common vulgarisms of our time
bear reference to God. Many in a secular
society are much in earnest about their
religion. These observe faithfully God's
presence in the Mass, the Holy Communion, in traditional services of worship, in private habits of prayer, Bible
study, and family worship. The narthexes
of our churches contain racks of literature filled with leaflets, booklets and
guidance materials for practicing the
presence of God in these religious ways.
The ever-present danger that this religious practice of the presence of God becomes an end in itself, a form of idolatry,
a man-made observance rather than
divine worship, is particularly perilous in
a secular society. The secular age calls
not only for reform and renewal in religious ceremony and practice, but for a
total reconstruction of the Christian calling to be a pilgrim and servant people
who will practice the presence of God in
the secular world.
The new theology, which is not really
new at all but a rediscovery of the profound religious insight of the Old and
New Testaments, affirms that God cannot
be manipulated from some high altar, by
some majestic awe-inspiring sermonic or
liturgical exercise, whether this takes
N
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place in church or cathedral, in Vatican
II, Presbyterial Synod, or Methodist General Conference.
In fact, God cannot be manipulated.
God is God. Man can only respond to
God, and this response must be made in
the secular world. In preoccupation with
form and ceremony as an end itself, in an
overemphasis upon religion as an activity
apart from the secular world, we have
forgotten Jesus' great word, "As thou
didst send me into the world, so I have
sent them into the world."
Life is not sacred and secular. Any
such dissection of life makes it sectarian
on the one hand and secularistic on the
other, a basic denial of life's unity under
God. All of life is sacred. All life is one.
"My Father worketh hitherto and I
work." This is God's world and man must
ever and always be God's man.
Man's religious life moves vertically
between himself and God and his revelation in Jesus Christ, but it also moves
horizontally around himself and his
world where God is and where Jesus
Christ is at work as Lord and Savior. Religion is not man alone with God in the
sanctuary practicing God's presence in
prayer, but man practicing the presence
of God in action and reaction in all the
affairs of life. The test of religion is not
what happens to a person in worship, but
what faith does for and through a person
in his relation with persons when the
worship ends.
The secular age calls not for worldliness but for religion that is active in the
world and related to all that man does in
the world.
The Christian's call, therefore, in mission is not only to send missionaries to
Africa, Southeast Asia, Harlem and
Grosse Point to lead people in their private lives through faith in Jesus Christ
to practice the presence of God, though
this is a summons we cannot deny and
must ever pursue. It is a call to so live in
the economic, political and cultural world
that God will speak in and through our
social relationships, national policies and
international affairs, and the mission implict in our calling will find its explicit
expression in our secular society.
In the second place, the Christian's call
in mission must relate itself, not only to a
changed and changing world, but to ail
emerging church. As there is no mission
apart from a missionary theology which
seeks to interpret and fo11ow the activitv
of God, the Father; Jesus Christ, the So~;
and the Holy Spirit in the world, so there
is no theology of the church which docs
not include the church's missionaiy function. There is no church apart from a missionary church.
The church is the body of Christ. His
body served His mission. His body was
WORLD OUTLOOK
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in the crowd. It is to see the one amid the many."
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the iustrument of the Holy Spirit. The
church is the body of Christ, chosen to
serve the mission of Christ.
As the body is never an end in itself,
and to make it an end either for pleasure
or profit, is dehumanization, so the body
of Christ, His church, is not an end itself,
and to make it such is to drain it of its
redemptive and glorious purpose. The
church is not a place, a building, or a
cluster of buildings; it is a congregation
in action. The church is not a time; Sunday at 11 A.M. or 7:30 P.M., or released
time. The church is a company of believers living in the fellowship of service
with the missionary Christ who is giving
himself to the world.
The church, however, not as an occasional company of Christians but as a
congregation with purpose, has an identification with worship and study. It seeks
community not only on the human level
but in the divine-human encounter. It
seeks learning not only in terms of sharing human insights and experiences, but
in studying the scriptures and the source
of abiding truth. This fellowship does
not end in worship and study but
presses on to share with God in His mission to the world and all mankind.
Though the church may gather in a
place and at a time, and in these gatherings express itself in highly complicated
or very modest liturgical forms, it actually lives and serves in the world.
We have become acutely aware of the
danger of the church with limited perspective. The congregation becomes so
busy with its own interest in worship, in
study and fellowship that it becomes
captive to its own self. In one instance
this preoccupation may be with the maintenance of its valuable property. In another it may become an involvement of
people with one another out of their
common interests of belonging to one
economic, racial or social group. In another case it may be a theological dogmatism or doctrinal slant that becomes the
end in itself. In all these instances, the
church, like the individual preoccupied
with self, is in danger of losing its own
soul, even though it may seem to gain
the whole world.
We are grateful for those in this particular decade who have seen the dangers
of the church's self-preoccupation and
have lifted up for all of us the dangerous
heresy which threatens the contemporary
church at this point.
The hour has come to observe that we
are moving from criticism to creativity;
from the church established as we know
it to the church emerging after the manner of her Lord. We need a sound movement of renewal coursing through the
church, establishing anew her true missionary character.
10
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This means, for one thing, as Dr.
Eugene L. Stockwell suggests in Claimed
by God for Mission, that the church is
going into places where she is not
wanted. As we stress this, however, we
should not forget that there is nothing
wrong, per se, about the church going
where she is wanted. Jesus not only went
up to Jerusalem where he was an intruder
and unwanted, but also served in Galilee
where he was welcome and where the
people heard him gladly.
Mark this; we must not fail to go with
the Word everywhere, especially to those
places which apparently have no hunger
for it, but there is no sin in taking the
Word where it is wanted. When people
want the church in their community, and
desire that the church in their community
be at its best, that it may fulfill in word
and deed the mission of Christ, there is
no sin in building the church there, laboring for its strength and giving oneself,
whether as minister or layman, to its mission. It is unquestionably true that in our
time there has been in some instances an
overemphasis on church buildings and
properties. In this rapidly changing period with material affiuence bursting
upon us, it is inevitable that the church
would bear some evidence of this and become preoccupied with itself to the neglect of its mission, but the church has a
mission everywhere, not only where she
is not wanted and must go as an intruder,
but where she is wanted and welcomed
as a friend.

T

of focus, however, for
the church in mission is upon
those areas of life where she is
not wanted. It is where the
church comes as intruder and disturber
that she demonstrates her true character.
When the church comes to transform life
after the mind of Christ rather than coming ready to be conformed to the world,
then the true and abiding missionary
character of the church is lifted up.
The March to Montgomery was a
dramatic and prophetic witness of religion in the secular world. Centuries to
come shall be ever indebted to the
martyrs of this era whose blood has
nourished and speeded renewal in the
church. This march, however, was only
one highly publicized illustration of the
church which in this decade is moving
from the sanctuary to the streets, and in
countless ways is carrying the gospel of
Christ into slums and suburbs, country
clubs and coffee houses, fraternities and
sororities, luncheon clubs and labor
unions; and there communicating the
good news of God to the secular world in
places where no one has ever seen Him
before.
HE POINT

vVe who represent the leadership of the
church, whether in pulpit or pew, have
at least three things to keep constantly
in mind in this new era of mission.
First, it is the basic nature of the
church in mission to be ever outgoing and
to avoid at all costs turning in upon itself.
The Christian circle of influence must
ever be more extensive and inclusive.
"The field is the world." We must never
get shut away from the world nor become
blind to it; the world that is near at hand
or the world that is far away. All the
world is God's. In mission, the church follows the !\faster wherever there is need,
and there is always need everywhere in
the world.
Secondly, we must personalize the mission of Christ's church. The secular world
by nature becomes ever more and more
impersonal. Persons lose their identity
and become nonentities in gray flannel
suits or tight pants and Beatle haircuts;
in apartment houses and behind computers; in Corvettes or Cadillacs. The
Christian's calling is ever to find the child
in the crowd. It is to see the one amid
the many. It is to lift up that which can
give meaning to persons and meaningfulness to life.
In the third place, we must continue to
accent the outreach of our calling. Much
of the secret of the missionary effort over
the past century and a half has been the
ability of the church to dramatize the
missionaries' work and service. We draw
back now from this aspect for we know
that in some instances what we have done
and what we have claimed to be doing
has been overdramatized. This has led to
false pride, feelings of superiority toward
other people, patronizing attitudes, even
exploitation of the needs of others so that
we might lift up what Christ can do for
them.
But in avoiding the errors of past ways
we must not forget that the power to tell
the story, to communicate to others what
Christ means when he is loose in the
world, is the process by which others
come to see the meaning of the gospel.
The power of the gospel is unfolded, not
only in Jesus' sharing of the water of life
with a woman at the well, but by this
same woman leaving her water jar, going
away into the city and saying to the people, "Come, see a man who told me all
that I ever did. Can this be the Christ?
One further aspect of the emerging
church in the new age is that the whole
church is a receiving body as well as a
sending body. Throughout the lifetime of
most of us we have known only a sending
church. This was the driving force of the
university movement in mission a century
ago in the days of John R. Mott and
Robert E. Spear. The college youth of
that generation went out to "darkest AfWORLD OUTLOOK
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rica," to the "other side of the world,"
into the city slums and "back into the
mountains" to "take" the gospel to the
'11eathen" and the "unsaved." \Ve know
now that this built into us, without our
knowing it, a superior feeling; it created
false pride and vanity. While the full intent was to build bridges between peoples, the end result was to create barriers
of misunderstanding, prejudice and segregation. Our side of the globe was always light; the other dark. Our side of
town was safe; the other, dangerous. The
railroad tracks in city and village not only
separated the haves from the have nots,
but the people of God from the godless.
We have begun to see through this
misguided idealism and this erroneous
interpretation of the human situation. vVe
have begun to see that darkness hangs
over the whole earth. \Ve now know that
there is as much sin in Greenwich, Connecticut, as in Greenwich Village; that
there is social blight in the suburbs as
well as the slums; that the apartment
houses of America are not less mission
fields than the long houses of Sarawak.
We must be a receiving people as well
as a sending people. We must be a listening people as well as a talking people.
The Good Physician comes to all who
are sick and illness knows no bound of
race, economic condition or social status.
The elder brother is in need of salvation
as well as the prodigal son.
\Vhenever the missionary call has come
we have stood with Paul, the hearer. The
hour has come when we need to stand
with those who issue one call. The issue
we confront today is not so much whether
we can hear the call to mission, but who
can come over and help us. Who can help
us get with the people of the inner city?
\Vho can come and help us understand
our own youth, and speak effectively to
this college generation? \Vho can come
and help those in the church reach all
people regardless of color or national
origin?
You see what we are beginning to confront is not the unreadiness of others for
the new and emerging world, but our
own unreadiness. It is we, people like
us, with all of the educational, social, political, cultural and religious advantages
-we are the people who are not ready
for the great move of people out of poverty. We are not ready for the changes
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which must come in our residential sections, business enterprises, clubs and
churches, that we may share with all peoples that which we feel is so important
to our lives, and so much a reflection of
our faith in God and response to his will
in daily living.
Our need is for the church from somewhere to send to us someone who will
help us in this new age of breakthru. This
is what the missionary did in the culture
of India, China and Africa. The missionary found Christ in these places and
helped the people of courage and hope to
break through the ancient walls of their
imprisonment of ignorance, poverty, fear
and superstition toward the new life that
comes to persons in Christ. Now the time
has come when we need what we have
so ably given to others under other circumstances.

H

to predict a new development in the Christian mission in the
days just ahead it would be that we
·in America will begin to open our
churches and our hearts to what Christians elsewhere can say to us and share
with us as together we grapple with the
issues which confront the Christian in
the modern world. Perhaps one of the
great steps we could take toward integration in our churches would be to bring
people from other parts of the world, or
even of our own counh-y, and let them
preach, teach and counsel with us until
they could help us to find a way to communicate and worship with the people of
color of our own communities. We seem
helpless to find our way alone. It is the
church in mission that will at last enable
us to break through.
In conclusion, I want to say something
that Dr. John Coventry Smith, a former
neighbor of mine in Pittsburgh, now the
distinguished General Secretary of the
Commission on Ecumenical Mission and
Relations in the United Presbyterian
Church, says so well. Dr. Smith has observed: "We Americans are too prone to
ask the practical questions: What will be
the immediate result of all this? Will we
be able to see the Kingdom established
through the efforts of the church? Will
this make any difference in our generation and in our world? Will the time and
money we put into it get well invested?
F 1 WERE

"In reality," he urges, "these questions
can often be answered in the affirmative.
Very often we will see practical results in
communities and in nations. It is not an
accident that the majority of the leaders
of new Africa had their training in Christian schools, or that tl1e new desire for
freedom in the world has most often been
the result of understanding that God
created us all equal.
"But this practical question of visible
results is not the fundamental question.
The fundamental question for all of us is
whether or not we are faithful to our witness. We do not build the Kingdom. God
alone can build it. God is building it. Our
hope is not in our own strategy, organization or plannfog, but in God ...." So we
are to give and not count the cost; we
are to serve without fear or seeking favor;
we are to give ourselves to God as He
has given himself to us, knowing that in
this world we shall have tribulation, but
that there is no need to fear for He has
overcome the world.
Dr. Eugene Stockwell tells that he
went first as a missionary to a place called
Salta, Uruguay. Arriving in this foreign
land he wondered what God would want
him to do there. \Vhat could be his mission in this city of 50,000 persons. Since
he had arrived in the city ahead of his
luggage and furniture, he had nothing to
do but think. He spent several days in
lonely isolation and contemplation studying his Bible intensely, seeking reason
and purpose in his mission. Still his things
did not come and he says he grew weary
of readng his Bible. So he began to walk
the streets of the city. He visited in a few
homes talking with anyone who would
talk with him. It was in this walking and
talking, together with his awareness of
the gospel message that he began to sense
what God might be aiming for in that
community. Then, and only then, did the
wealth of missionary opportunity come to
life in his own mind. At this point he ;iffirmed the New Testament promise.
The Christian's calling in mission is to
go forth into the world filled with an
awareness of the gospel message to discover what God is doing and what God
would share with him in mission. Let us
recall how Jes us said to the first of his followers: "Do not be afraid; go and tell my
brethren to go to Galilee, and there they
will see me."
\VORLD OUTLOOK
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alternatives before us. Dr. Jones is associate general secretary for the World Division of the Board of Missions of The Methodist Church. This article
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T is sometimes said that Methodists
are clearer about their polity than
their theology. Methodists would
not agree with this. They believe
that they do bring out of their past theological heritage concerns that are important for the whole Church to hear. The
fact that the three ecumenical regional
movements in Asia, Africa and Latin
America have entrusted their top executive leadership to Methodists would indicate that a Methodist theological heritage
has its contribution to make. Furthermore, the Methodist Theological Consultation called by the World Methodist
Council this past summer on the theme
"The Finality of Jesus Christ" gives additional evidence of our theological concern. It is true, however, that Methodists
have laid great stress on organization and
polity. I am sure that I am not aware of
all the presuppositions behind what I
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have to say, but at least this is one that I
do recognize.
It must be pointed · out that the two
main streams of worldwide Methodism,
the American and the British, are not always in agreement. There are some fundamental differences in outlook. The differences are in the field of polity and organization rather than theology. My
major attention will be with American
Methodist points of view. None of us can
isolate ourselves from our national histories. As one British friend has warned
us, "You Americans must remember that
you are influenced by the temper and
trends of your national life." The question is whether Methodists in the United
States are too prone to do this.
There are two points that I want to
make. The first is that the Methodist
Church in the U.S. A. is increasingly being drawn into the main stream of the

ecumenical dialogue regarding mission
and unity. Second, I want to make a few
specific suggestions as to what Boards of
Missions can do in this process of reexamination and change.
If one is to be aware of the deep ecumenical involvement of The Methodist
Church one must understand our organizational history. From the earliest days in
the United States the policy was to create
a church and not a mission. 'Wherever the
early circuit riders went on the American
frontier their purpose was to create a connec.tional church. The annual conference
was and remains the decisive body of
that church organization. This particular
organization was well suited to missionary expansion. It partially explains the
phenomenal Methodist expansion that
took place in the United States. In 1776
during the Revolutionary War, there
were only two or three thousand Method[ 117]
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ists. But by 1850 it had become the largest denomination in the United States. It
numbers today some eleven million 'llembers, found in every state of the Union.
The same policy of developing a church
and not a mission was applied to Asia,
Africa, Latin America and Europe. The
result is that we have never seen our
"sister churches" as a mission field, but as
annual conferences within one world
church.
When we probe the issues of mission
and unity within The Mehodist Church,
we must remember we are dealing not
only with Americans but Methodist leaders from some thirty countries of the
world. If we were to start de novo on a
discussion of these issues, that would be
one thing. But we are living with a long
history.
The Board of Missions is not the only
agency within The Methodist Church
concerned with the missionary movement
throughout the world. From earliest days
the Council of Bishops has played a
critical role. There are eighteen nonAmerican Bishops in the Council. Furthermore, once every four years each of
the forty-six American Bishops makes extensive trips throughout the world and reports directly to the Council.
Nor is the Board of Missions in a position to determine what the future relationships should be. The Methodist
Church has a Committee on the Structure
of Methodism Overseas that makes these
recommendations. That Committee includes eight bishops, four Americans and
four non-Americans, and twenty-four others-eight of whom are from Asia, Africa,
Latin America and Europe. This Committee under the leadership of Bishop
Richard Raines is now restudying the relationships of a worldwide church.
In more recent years a Commission on
Ecumenical Affairs has been created to
press even further Methodist involvement
in ecumenical discussion in the United
States, with the World Council of
Churches and other ecumenical bodies.

The Present Pattern
At the present time the worldwide
Methodist Church is related to three different types of churches outside the
U. S. A. There are first the Cenh·al Conferences. They include the Methodist
churches in Southeast Asia, the Philippines, India, Africa, Latin America, Scandinavia, Germany, Central and Southern
Europe, and the Provisional Central Conferences of Pakistan and Liberia. All in
all, Methodists in some thirty-five countries are included in these conferences.
All of them are an integral part of the
world church.
Side by side with the Cencral Conferences arc the autonomous :tvlethodist
14
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Churches of Korea, Mexico, Brazil and
Indonesia. At one time their relationship
to the Central Conference was the same
as the Central Conference mentioned
above. However, the first three became
autonomous in 1930 and the last, Indonesia, in 1964. All four continue in an
"affiliate relationship," sending their bishops and fraternal delegates to the legislative meetings.
The third pattern of relationship involves the United Churches of Japan and
Okinawa. These United Churches also
send fraternal delegates and are considered affiliate churches.
The Board of Missions has made no
distinction between these three types of
churches. The Board has been and remains as intimately involved with the
autonomous church in Korea as it is in
the Central Conferences of the Philippines or the United Churches in Japan
and Okinawa. The same has been true in
Latin America and Africa. As much
prayer, energy, money and missionary
personnel have gone to the Methodist
Churches in Brazil and Mexico as to the
Cenb·al Conference areas of Argentina,
Peru, Chile, Bolivia and others.

The Ferment of Change
the past ten years a serious reexamination has been
[ ) ) initiated. The factors producing this change are many.
Some arc of an internal, theological character. There was a time in the history of
Methodist missions when the Holy Spirit
seemed to say, "Go into all the world
and gather people together into a visible
denomination." There seemed to be no
tension between the voice of the Spirit
and the building of a Methodist church.
Eventually we realized that this was not
enough. The answer was comity. The history of the Christian churches in Nanking, China, is an illustration. It was
agreed that the Anglicans would go out
the south gate, the Presbyterians the
nmih, the Disciples the east, and the
tvlethodists the west. However, the well
laid comity plan had not foreseen what
was to take place in China. Today in
many missionary situations tvlethodists
realize that the Spirit is saying that
comity agreements, at least as we once
understood them, are no longer adequate.
Theologically and spiritually Methodists
arc caught up in a ferment of change
which is expressing itself in the search for
new forms of both mission and unity.
The factors producing this change arc
not only internal but external. There appear to be two trends. The first is that
more and more tvlethodist churches arc
moving toward an autonomous status.
For some this is recognized as a direct or
URING

transitional step toward church union.
But this is not true of all.
In 1964 at the last legislative conference of The Methodist Church, five
Methodist churches-Cuba, Indonesia,
Burma, Pakistan and Liberia-asked for
an autonomous status. There has never
been any disposition on the part of The
Methodist Church to refuse such a request when this was the desire of an overseas church. It appears now as if three
will become autonomous-Indonesia,
Cuba and Burma-and the other two
may decide to remain within the present
"world church." In any case, the decision
is entirely in their hands.
The trend toward church union and
autonomy reaches beyond those five who
presented their case in 1964. In India approximately half of the Methodist conferences voted for the North India Union
Plan. In Africa, there is a possibility in
Rhodesia that the two streams of :tvlethodism will come together into one. In
Latin America there is talk of a United
church in Uruguay and Argentina. In the
United States the Methodists and the
Evangelical United Brethren Church
may soon be one. Also in the U. S. A.
there is a renewed interest in church
union discussions with the Episcopalians,
Presbyterians, Congregationalists and
Disciples. As one examines what is happening to Methodist churches throughout
the world it is quite clear that there is a
trend toward autonomous and united
churches.
However, there is a second trend. It
is toward a deeper worldwide Methodist
interdependence. There are varying interpretations as to its meaning. However,
this trend is unmistakable. It runs deeper
than would first appear. Many in cast and
west are having second thoughts as to
what kind of church is going to be required in the era that lies ahead. The
emergence of the Roman Church as an
ecumenical pminer has raised some questions that were not as pressing a few
years ago.
The World tvlethodist Council is one
expression of this. Although it has a long
history, it is only in recent years that its
impact has been felt. It does not claim to
be an administrative organization. Its
principal task has been to bring together
autonomous lVlcthodist churches where
they could talk to each other. Its constitution has not been approved by the related r..fothodist churches, but the ablest
leadership of the churches are involved in
its life and program. The emergence of
more and more autonomous Methodist
churches has not weakened its resolve to
play a role in the ecumenical awakening.
Recent decisions in the British Conference arc a further indication of this concern for the interdependence of l\lcthodWOHLD OUTLOOK

"Theologically and spiritually Methodists are caught up in a ferment of change which is expressing itself in the searcli for new forms
of both mission and unity." Taking part in tlie dedication of the new World Co11ncil of Ch11rches' headq11arters are Methodists Charles
C. Parlin, a \.VCC president, and Bishop S. U. Barbieri.
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ist Churches and United Churches that
come out of its history. It was never the
intention of the British Conference to interpret the move of churches toward
autonomy as a break in fellowship and
interdependence. To make certain that
this is clear, the 1965 Conference asked
the responsible committees to negotiate
and sponsor consultations with all Methodist and United Churches interested in
a deeper unity with the British Conference.
There is a similar development in the
United States. During the past six or
seven years it has become increasingly
clear that Methodists must be prepared
to change. There is a growing realization
that our present worldwide organization
raises problems both for mission and
unity. First of all The Methodist Church's
legislative body always meets in the
United States of America. Second, a hundred non-Americans attend but ninety
per cent of the business concerns the
United States. A third problem concerns
the World Council of Churches. At
World Council Assemblies the non-American Methodists who represent the Central Conferences must sit in the sections
marked, "The U. S. A. Delegation."
Fourth, the very nature of the organization has tended to identify these churches
with the United States rather than with
each other or with churches in their own
area. Fifth, the same contradictions are
felt in the United States. The only representatives seated in the present church
union discussions in the U. S. A. are
Americans. However, the decisions that
they reach in consultation with their
Presbyterian, Episcopalian, and Disciples
brethren will profoundly affect all the
churches outside the U.S.A. Yet the nonAmericans are not involved.
It is quite clear that the present world
organization and world view need modification. The only question is one of direction. The situation therefore is fluid. It is
a time of decision. But which way should
the church move?

Four Alternatives

F

oun alternatives are being studied. Each is highly controversial. The first is to continue with
our present organization but to
give wider freedom to the Central Conferences in Europe, Asia, Africa and
Latin America. This would not be inconsistent with the past where over the years
more and more freedom has been
granted. At this time these Asian, African,
European and Latin American Central
Conferences can do pretty much as they
please. They can enter into church union
discussions, they administer their own
work, they elect their own bishops. If
10
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they need more freedom to satisfy their
"selfhood," the argument goes, they
should have it, yet should be encouraged
to remain in the present world church.
The second alternative is to encourage
the Methodist churches throughout the
world to enter into union schemes, or to
seek an autonomous status similar to that
of the Methodist churches in Brazil, Korea and Mexico. This possibility is now
open for any church desiring to enter
united churches or be an autonomous
Methodist church. But some feel that
they will not be prepared to move unless
there is more encouragement from the
American side.
The third alternative is to provide an
organization in which the American
branches of the church would become a
regional conference on a par with the
other regional churches. It envisages an
international decentralized world church.
Each region would be responsible for its
own life and yet there would be an international body to hold it together. It is a
radical move. The reactions to the proposal have been violent. Some see the
proposal as a resurgence in a new form of
American ecclesiastical imperialism;
others an unrealistic downgrading of the
American church. The proposal is being
widely debated. However, it raises the
right issues. It frees The Methodist
Church from its present bind and opens
up a way where the issues of mission and
unity would be worked out in a new setting.
Another alternative would be to encourage the development of a World
Conference of Methodist Churches. Such
an organization could use the present
World Methodist Council as a base and
expand its role as a center for fellowship,
theological studies, and cooperative planning. This is a suggestion of Dr. D. T.
Niles. It would provide for a world fellowship of Methodists, opening up many
new channels of cooperation and mutual
service. At the same time it would need
to be conceived as a fellowship that
would strengthen the regional and world
ecumenical bodies. If Methodists are to
move in this direction it would certainly
raise new issues for our Presbyterian and
Congregational brethren.
There is a recognition among Methodists that they must be ready to face the issues of both mission and unity. There is
no question at this point. Bishop James K.
Mathews, a member of the Central Committee of the World Council of Churches,
recently made the following points. First,
he made it clear that he was speaking as
one deeply committed to the ecumenical
movement. Then he went on to say that
he did not believe this is the time to dismantle the worldwide I\lethodist Church.
He is convinced that the present world

structures are sufficiently :flexible to adjust to the needs of autonomy by giving
more freedom to the Central Conferences. He does not see confessionalism as
necessarily inimical to church union
movements. He believes that !vlethodists
have their contribution to make to the
theological, ecumenical debate and
argues that the central issue is that of
unified ministry. In time he envisages
some kind of organic union emerging in
the U. S. A. but believes it is too early to
either predict what this might be or plan
with any one thought in mind. His concern is that Christians should engage
their energies in common mission endeavors and leave the future open to the
many possibilities that need to be explored.
Not all Methodists would agree with
every point Bishop Mathews has made
but he does reflect an attitude held by
many in The Methodist Church. The important point to note is that the Church
and the churches to which we are related
are being drawn into the center of the
debate. There is an openness toward the
future. But there is no agreement as to
what this specifically requires of us. \Ve
need to be open to change. This is the
central issue being raised by Bishop
Raines and his committee. But the question still remains. How do we bring
change about, and what is the role of a
Board of Missions in all of this?

The Role of a Board of Missions

A

of us are aware that the missionary movement of the nineteenth and twentieth century
is confronted with the challenge of a radical internal transformation.
The trick is to do this without losing the
momentum built up over years of hard
work. The process of change will not be
tidy nor should we expect it to be. \Ve
are in the early stage of a profound
change in our Protestant missionary
structures. No one can predict what they
will be twenty-five years from now. It is
an open question whether there will be
boards of missions as now organized.
These boards might by then be agencies
dealing primarily with the functional
ministries of mass communication, theological studies, emergency relief, urban
life, etc. If this transformation is to be
possible we must remember that the issues we face arc more than theological.
The theological problems are real issues,
but they arc not the only ones. There is
the science not only of theology but of
organization. If the secular world is
teaching us any one lesson, it is this. In
our own experience together we have
learned that much can be accomplished
when we find creative new organizational
L
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"The World ll'letlwdist Council is one expression of tliis [trend toward Methodist interdependence]. Altho11gh it has a long history, it is
only in recellt years tlwt its impact has been felt." Bishop Fred P. Corson prono11nccs the benediction after Tiis installation as president
of the WMC.
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ways to work together. One dramatic illustration of this is the Theological Education Fund Committee. Other similar
programs have been created. Many more
are to come. They are characterized not
so much by theological agreement, but by
the discovery that there are ways in
which we can corporately channel our
resources to missionary ends without
compromising our confessional theological integrity.
The emergence of the regional ecumenical movements, the Anglican plan of
MRI, the 'Vorld Methodist Council porgrams, SASP, CLF and many more are
all a part of the picture. Dr. Kenneth
Scott Latourette reminds us that in periods of missionary renewal, one sign is
the emergence of new movements. It
would seem to me that one clear word to
the boards of missions is to put their resources in personnel and funds to these
experiments. Some will succeed. Others
will fail. There is no guarantee that the
programs conceived in national interdenominational channels will of necessity
be more creative than those worked out
regionally, or that those coming out of a
world council are in the long run any
more creative than those stemming from
confessional bodies. We need a broad
track on which to run.
A more urgent problem than tidiness in
missionary structures is how all of these
bodies are to correct and discipline each
other. When we talk about mission and
unity I am of the growing conviction that
the central issue is not that of any disagreement regarding objectives. We all
agree that the integrity and selfhood of a
church must be protected. It is assumed
by all of us that churches should be responsible for their own life. Second, there
is agreement that churches in a given
locality must come together in mission.
Third, there is complete agreement that
no church, whether Western, African or
Asian, should become a "national
church." The problem is how to keep in
balance these three objectives. The difficulty is that no mission board-confessional, regional, denominational, ecumenical-has the wisdom to keep these
in balance without the watchful eye of
other missionary bodies. We can see in
each other contradictions that we cannot
see in ourselves. This is as true of ecumenical structures as the confessional or
the denominational. It would seem to
me that the emergence of these many
new agencies is a sign of renewal. However, they must keep the lines open between them so each can correct the other.
There are other ways that boards can
make a contribution. I will mention four
concrete suggestions that may or may not
be helpful.
18
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An Organizational Responsibility

1r

first suggestion is to reorganize the boards of missions so
that they are forced to face up
to the issues of the six continents. The Methodist Board to which I
am related has recently experienced this
reorganization. We now have a Board of
Missions whose program reaches into
every one of the fifty American states and
into some forty-seven countries outside
the U. S. A. Such a reorganization brings
to the surface a new set of issues regarding mission and unity. They are complex
issues but they are the right ones.
HE

A Theological Responsibility

A

suggestion concerns the
theological responsibility of a
board. It cannot evade the responsibility of formulating its
aim of mission in language that reflects
an ecumenical consensus. For forty years
our board has lived with the same aim of
mission. Some have told me that John R.
Mott wrote it. The Aim read:
"The supreme aim of missions is to
make the Lord Jesus Christ known to
all peoples in all lands as their divine
Saviour, to persuade them to become
his disciples, and to gather these disciples into Christian churches, to enlist
them in the building of the Kingdom of
God; to cooperate with these churches,
to promote world Christian fellowship;
and to bring to bear on all human life
the spirit and principles of Christ."
Last summer we brought together fifteen theologians and professors of ecumenics from eight theological schools.
Over half of them had worked with us
for eight to ten years in similar meetings.
They spent four days seeking to formulate a consensus regarding contemporary
theology. They ended up with ten points.
I will mention only four. They agreed it
must be ecumenical, radical in its social
involvement, clear in the role that the
Church must play in mission, and that
the theme of eschatology must be critical.
They came up with the following:
"God-Creator, Redeemer and LifeGiver-summons the Church to mission in the world. The aims of this
mission are: To witness in all the
world, by word and deed to the selfrevelation of God in Jesus Christ and
the acts of love by which he reconciles
men to himself; to evoke in men the
personal response of repentance and
faith through which by God's grace
they may find newness of life in righteous, loving relationships with God
and their fellowmen; to bring men together into a Christian community for
worship and fellowship, and to send
SECOND

men into the world as servants in the
struggle for justice and meaning; to
reveal in service the love of God for all
who suffer; to move men to live in
awareness of the presence and lifegiving power of God's Holy Spirit, in
acknowledgment of His rule over
earthly history, and in confident expectation of the ultimate consummation of His purpose."
This statement has its weaknesses. But
it is a beginning. Any long-range administrative thinking must in some way reflect
the aims of the organization. But how to
formulate those aims is the critical task.
No one can do that for us. We can invite
Lutherans, Anglicans, Presbyterians to
correct this aim where it is inadequate. If
it does not speak to their need, then it
probably does not speak to ours. The
boards that make the administrative decisions must know why they have formulated their "aims" in the way they have.
Such a theological task falls on every
board. If we can, with the aid of our
brethren in East and West, make our aim
intelligible to ourselves, we may in time
be able to help clarify the issues of the
church at large.

An Administrative Responsibility

T

HIRD, if the boards are to be
creative in a "process of change"
they must recognize their administrative responsibility. Our
basic problem is not resources in money
and people. The basic problem is priorities. TI1e East Asia Christian Conference
Situation Conferences may well be a
watershed in the relationships of boards
to the churches to which they are related.
D. T. Niles writes: "When a missionary
church is reduced to the bare function of
a recruiting agent of personnel and finance to support another church, then
the heart of the missionary conviction has
been betrayed." The task of mission and
unity is to discover the ground rules
whereby the integrity of both the churches that receive and the churches that
give can be maintained. The task is not
to disengage ourselves from a given
country or church, but to disentangle
ourselves from the commitments of the
past so that the resources can be made
available at the points of greatest evangelistic and service opportunity. This
process of disentanglement is a painful
task. 'Vhat is involved is a process of reexamination, and an agreed-upon procedure as to how the disentanglement will
take place. In order to do this boards
must assume a responsibility, painful as
it might be, to be catalysts for change.
There are new creative movements
emerging. Some are within our confessional histories. The 'World Federation of
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:tvl ethodist 'Women is an illustration. It
has creative possibilities. Although it is
"confessional" it says something about the
work of women that has great significance to the entire church. Other creative
possibilities are in regional movements
such as the family life program in Asia.
Other possibilities are in such National
Council programs as mass communication and the opening of channels for
American laymen who want to serve overseas.

An Educational Responsibility

F

IN ALLY, if we take the process of
change seriously, boards can
give more attention to the integrity of their educational approach to their constituent churches.
There is, we all know, a wide chasm between what we know the issues to be
about "partnership,"
m1ss1on
and
"unity" and what many of our lay people
think they are. The Methodist Church is
committed to an ecumenical approach.
The record is clear. The problem is to interpret this as priority, to make clear
why autonomy is an issue, why confessional movements have dangers as well as
possibilities, and facing up to the controversial issues of race and international
relations. I am sure that the study programs carried on by the churches are as
effective, if not more so, than the ecumenical ones. For example, in my judgment a book written by Eugene L. Stockwell, one of our executives, is better than
the others that have been produced this
year. It will force our people to face more
squarely the issues of mission and unity.
Perhaps the answer is to agree to read
such other's literature before it goes to
press. That is one way we could be encouraged to be more ecumenical.
The Methodist Church is deeply concerned about the issues of mission and
unity. It is committed to the reexamination of its life and a change in its structures. For this openness to change we can
be grateful to God. It is too early, however, to expect the Methodists to commit
themselves irrevocably to one pattern of
ecumenicity. \Vhat can be expected is a
readiness to experiment and an openness
to debate. The Methodists recognize that
they have a long way to go before their
obedience matches the best of the understanding as to what God requires. They
take hope, however, in the knowledge
that deep and powerful drives for both
mission and unity have been released and
seek direction. The Board of Missions has
a responsibility to help think through
what this deeper involvement will be.
And our ecumenical brothers have the responsibility to keep a friendly eye on us
to be sure we do not make these decisions alone.
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"At World Co11ncil of Cl111rclzes Assemblies, the non-American Metlwdists wlw represent
tlie Central Conference m11st sit in sections marked, 'the U .S.A. delegation.'" Dr. Ivy
Chott of Sarmvak and Matthew 'Vakatama of Rhodesia confer at an international meeting.
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OF
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On February 23 Ash Wednesday ushered
in the period of Lent for 1966. Probably
no period in the church year is marked
with a greater variety of observance and
belief than is this season.
This is not surprising since the observance of Lent has been evolving over a
period of more than a thousand years. To
understand and appreciate its variations
we must turn to its history.
Lent did not exist until the eighth century. In the second century a period of
forty hours of fasting before Easter was
decreed for all Christians. These forty
hours correspond to the period from
Christ's death to His resurrection. It was
a true fast during which no food was
eaten.
During the fourth century the custom
of baptizing converts on Easter had been
established. Part of the preparation for
baptism consisted of a forty-day period
of penance which included fasting.
Meanwhile the pre-Easter period of
fasting had developed different fonns in
different areas. It was no longer a forty
hour complete fast but rather a period
\'arying from two weeks to forty days
during which food was eaten only after
sundown. There was no limit on the kind
of food eaten at this time. Various bishops
and church leaders preached on the importance of temperance and restraint at
the evening meal. St. John Chrysostom issued an edict at the close of the fourth
century reminding Christians that fasting
did nothing for their souls unless it was
accompanied by good works and almsgiving.
In the eighth century the Church decided on a period of forty days for the
pre-Easter fast. This was designated as
the spring fast. Since "lencten" was the
old Saxon word for spring the period
came to be called "Lent."
Church historians do not know
whether the forty days were decided
upon because of the forty day fasts of the
Bible ( ~foses, Elijah, Christ) or because
the original forty hours were convcrtccl
to clays.
The use of ashes on the first day of
Lent was deri\'cd from the Old Testament sackcloth and ashes. Since the fast
was to last fortv clavs and the 'Vestcrn
Church ne\'er ·faste~l on Sunday, Ash
Wednesday is forty-six days before
Easter. The Eastern Chmch never fastecl
on Saturday (the Jewish Sabbath) or
Sunday ("the Lord's Day"). Therefore,
Lent in the Eastern Church starts eight
weeks before Easter.
To understand this we must again go
hack to early history. In the years following Christ's death Christians were a Jewish sect. It was not until Peter baptized
the uncircumcisecl centurion, Cornelius,
that the early Christian Church was
\\'01\LD OUTLOOK
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formed. Even then the Sabbath continued to be the Jewish Sabbath (seventh
day of the week). However, the Christians also celebrated the first day in the
week in remembrance of Easter. Gradually worship services were transferred to
Sunday and by the third century all of
the Old Testament laws applying to the
Sabbath were applied to Sunday.
Since Sunday was looked upon as a day
of rejoicing in weekly commemoration of
Easter it was never a fast day. By the
same token Friday was set aside in memory of Good Friday and became a weekly
fast day. Even today Sundays are referred to as Sundays in Lent, not Sundays
of Lent.
Gradually the one meal moved forward. Officially it was to be eaten after
Vespers. But during Lent the custom of
singing Vespers at 3:00 p.m. was introduced. By the thirteenth century Vespers
were being sung at noon. After that persons were permitted to take a glass of
liquid and a small amount of food in the
evening.
During this time the content of the
meal was being modified. From a fast involving actual hours of hunger there
gradually developed a list of foods which
must be given up. For a while no "life"
could be eaten in Lent. Then meat and
wine were forbidden but fowl and fish
could both be eaten (according to Genesis birds as well as fish were created
from water). For hundreds of years the
eating of all meat products was forbidden. This included meat, fowl, eggs, milk,
butter and cheese. These foods were divided into two categories: flesh and '1acticinia" (eggs, milk, butter and cheese).
One could obtain permission to eat
lacticinia by making contributions to
pious works. Many churches flourished
on these dispensations. The famous Butter Tower (Tour de Beurre) of Rauen
Cathedral completed in 1487 was fi-
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nanced entirely by money from this
source.
The use of pancakes on Shrove Tuesday in England was a custom that developed in anticipation of a butterless,
eggless, milkless forty days. (Shrove
Tuesday is the day before Ash Wednesday and was originally set aside as a special day for people to confess their sins
and be "shriven.")
It should be noted that while the
wealthy were purchasing dispensations
the Lenten Fast was taken seriously by
many. In 1429 the battle of Orleans was
lost according to some historians because the English army was reduced to
starvation by lack of Lenten food even
though it had meat and other supplies.
The chief Lenten food during the period was fish. As the Reformation gained
momentum in England one of the techniques for showing rebellion against the
Church was a refusal to eat fish. Therefore, in the reign of Edward VI a bill was
passed in Parliament requiring the eating
of fish in Lent. This was not for religious
reasons but rather for political ones since
fishermen unable to sell their fish were
turning to piracy.
Queen Elizabeth I did much to set an
example for fasting. She also decreed
Lent as a period of mourning and required all members of the court to wear
black. This practice was continued until
the mid-nineteenth century.
Although the laws requiring the eating
of fish were completely disregarded by
many people it was not until 1863 that
they were repealed. Practically all of the
Reformation Churches had abandoned
the observance of Lent. Only the Episcopal, Lutheran and Methodist groups
recognized the season. John Wesley
looked on Lent as an exercise in selfdenial.
Today the deepening of spiritual life is
the primary emphasis of Lent in The

Methodist Chmch. It is a period recognized by study, prayer, special musical
services and mid-week communion. It is
a time of self-evaluation. It is a time for
growth.
Methodists are not alone in this approach to Lent.
While the Episcopal Church still encourages two meatless days a week or
some other form of sacrifice "to pay honor
to our Lord by imitating his sacrificial
self-denial," the emphasis has shifted.
Frank E. Wilson, the late Bishop of
Eau Claire, wrote in An Outline of the
Christian Year, an Episcopalian publication, " A course in Lenten observance is
good for one's spiritual constitution but
it must have a positive quality. It is more
than self-denial. ... Prayer, fasting, and
special devotions are aids to spiritual
growth .... We ought to be better Christians at the end of Lent than we were in
the beginning." Many Episcopal churches
encourage daily communion services.
While some Lutheran churches also
encourage giving up of something during
Lent the emphasis has shifted to devotion, prayer and study.
Many of the Protestant churches that
discontinued the observance of Lent at
the time of the Reformation are today
recognizing the Lenten season as a time
for devotion and study.
The observance of Lent, like everything else in man's long history has
evolved over the ages. At all times it was
designed as a special recognition of the
significance of the Easter season to Christians. While there have been abuses, devout men of every age have approached
it with sincerity and devotion.
It is logical that today we should review our practices in the light of the
world in which we live and develop a
Lenten observance which will help us as
Christians grow in our relationship to
God, our Church, and our fellow men.

WORLD OUTLOOK

YOUTH
AND CRISIS
IN THE HEMISPHERE
by Jacqueline Skiles
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NITED STATES action on April 28,
1965, rocked the Americas and produced shock waves which jarred the innermost beings of much of its youth.
This was the day that the President ordered the U. S. Marines into the city of
Santo Domingo. The pretext for that
intervention in the internal affairs of a
sovereign nation was "to protect American lives," but this justification was soon
superseded by another-that of preventing a "Communist take-over" in the Dominican Republic which might result in
another Castro-type regime in the hemisphere. Yet government sources themselves later revealed that there had been
great exaggeration and miscalculation on
the part of its intelligence services. On
September 15, Senator J. W. Fulbright,
Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, after thirteen hearings
on the Dominican intervention, put his
finger on the underlying issue of tremendous importance for the future of the
whole hemisphere:
"The essential point is that the United
States, on the basis of fragmentary evidence of Communist participation, assumed almost _from the beginning that
the revolution was Communist-dominated, or would certainly become so. We
misread prevailing tendencies in Latin
America by overlooking or ignoring the
fact that any reform movement is likely to
attract Communist support.
'We thus failed to perceive that if we
are to automatically oppose any reform
movement that Communists adhere to, we
are likely to end up opposing every reform movement, making ourselves the
prisoners of reactionaries who wish to
preserve the status quo ....
"The movement of the future in Latin
America is social revolution. The question is whether it is to be Communist or
democratic revolution and the choice
which the Latin Americans make will depend in part on how the United States
uses its great influence.
"It should be very clear that the choice
is not between social revolution and conservative oligarchy but whether, by supporting reform, we bolster the popular
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"A strike against moveme.nts for social reform 01· revolution in Latin America is a
blow against its yollth. . . ."

non-Communist left or whether, by supporting unpopular oligarchies, we drive
the rising generation of educated and
patriotic young Latin Americans to an
embittered and hostile form of Communism ...." (from the New York Times,
September 16, 1965)
While we confess our mistakes, the
Dominican people suffer the results of a
contained but bloody civil war in which
the U. S., far from being neutral as she
claimed, took the part of the oligarchysupporting military forces. An open
wound remains in the city of Santo Domingo and a deep gash in the hearts and
spirits of millions of youth in Latin America who feel that this blow was delivered
to them personally.
This paradoxical action of the U. S.
Government on the side against the very
social reforms it has claimed to be its
own goals through the Alliance for Progress has at best confused where it has not
crystalized prior dish·ust of the motives
of the United States in Latin America on
the part of those struggling for these reforms. It has deepened the cleavage between our peoples, making it almost impossible for there to exist any kind of
genuine relationship of confidence and
understanding between the two. And this
cleavage reaches even into the heart of
relationships between Christians of the
Americas-those whom the Church ·has
declared to be "brothers.''
Particularly acute is the feeling of
frustration and hostility among the youth
of Latin America, as has been felt in recent encounters between students of our
respective countries. A strike against
movements for social reform or revolution in Latin America is a blow against its
youth, for as in Santo Domingo, by far
the greater number of adherents to these
movements are students and youth. It
must not be forgotten that just in terms
of sheer numerical majority, the youth of
Latin America represent its people, for
fifty per cent of its population is under
twenty-one years of age, and another
significantly large age group is in the
twenty to thirty year age bracket. A strike
against the aspirations of the youth of
[ 127]
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Latin America is one against the ma;ority
of its people-a phrase which should
have special meaning for a people such
as ours, bred on the tenets of democracy.
And perhaps more important is the fact
that among the revolutionary youth, indeed its leadership, is the most educated
group-that tiny percentage which
achieves a university education, the
future leaders of Latin America, its teachers, its intellectuals, its businessmen.
Nowhere could this cleavage between
Latin Americans and ourselves be more
clearly seen and keenly felt than at the
1964 Latin American Life and Mission of
the Church Conference of the World
Student Christian Federation. (And this
was prior to Santo Domingo.) There
were delegates from almost every country in the Americas at this meeting in
Cordoba, Argentina, although those from
the United States and Canada were but
guests for this was intended to be an allLatin production of a script being written
around the theme: "Christian Presence in
the Latin American Revolution." To our
Latin American student friends, this
meant above all, their Christian presence,
for the presence of tl10usands of angloAmerican missionaries, businessmen,
technicians, and government employees
was thought to be, whenever not altogether negative, at least an inhibiting factor or irrelevant, with few exceptions,
however "Christian" these people might
think themselves to be. If there was to
be a meaningful and dynamic "Christian
presence" (as opposed to the passivity
the word might suggest to some) for
bringing about the needed changes in
Latin America, it was to be the presence
of committed Latin Americans, especially the younger generation.
Moreover, the presence of students
from the United States at this meeting
was considered by many to be, if not just
superfluous, an intrusion-one linked in
their minds to other "imperialistic" U. S.
intrusions into the affairs of their nations'
governments and economies. The U. S.
students all had some understanding of
broad social revolution brewing in Latin
America and of its frequent eruptive
manifestations, but they were unprepared
for this existential encounter with the
crisis of Latin America. They were unprepared for they had not anticipated being
made to sec themselves as actors in this
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crisis, much less as "imperialists" with interests to defend in the name of U. S.
business interests, our side in the Cold
War, or even "the American way of life."
They could not conceive of themselves as
part of a conspiracy to maintain the old
order of Latin American society which its
students so often find absolutely bankrupt
for providing the kind of life they desire
for themselves and the millions of others
who have not yet reaped the benefits of
the scientific and technological progress
of our century. Yet this was the role in
which the U.S. student was cast by many,
and extrication was a painful process.
The pain of rejection was more acute
because it was being inflicted by those
with whom our students had expected to
have special fellowship-members of the
world-wide Christian student movement.
And painful it was to discover that membership in the Christian Church is not the
most compelling and supranational relationship between men in a world divided
behveen "the rich nations and the poor,"
the powerful and the reluctantly obedient, "the masters and the slaves," as some
would describe world economic and political relations. There seems to be developing in the world a fraternity that is
more supranational and more compelling
than even the worldwide fellowship of
the Christian faith. Its members burn for
justice; they dedicate much time to the
study of internat.ional politics as they affect their own countries, their positions
in international trade relations, and the
socio-economic and political problems of
their ovm countries which impede progress. Some are inspired by the Gospel,
some by papal encyclicals, others by the
works of Karl Marx; some are Christian
Democrats, some are Communists, some
are socialists of various sorts, and others
have no political party affiliations in their
disenchantment with the opportunism
they have witnessed therein. They are
generally called "the left," yet no creed
binds them unless it be "we believe in
bread, work, schools, health, and freedom
from the oppression of exploitation of any
kind, for all people." Democracy? Yes,
they believe that their nations should be
free to make decisions concerning their
internal and foreign political and economic policies without pressures from the
larger, richer countries, and that the interests of all sectors of the population be

represented in government, but they believe that there can be more than one
formula for achieving this. Their members are in the main, fairly young; they
include intellectuals, peasants, and workers as well as many from the small middle-class professional groups. Most feel
that their national governments would
have a big hand in determining the kind
and pace of economic development for
the good of the largest number of people.
Their heroes are as diverse as President
Eduardo Frei of Chile, Premier Nasser of
Egypt, and Fidel Castro. They are, on the
whole, eclectics.
This fellowship extends itself to all developing countries and to the less-developed pockets of developed ones. It
commands loyalty on the basis of its commitment to answer the deep yearnings of
these peoples with concrete plans and
action "to remove the stumbling blocks
from their paths." "Let justice roll down
like waters and righteousness like an
ever-flowing stream" they would cry with
the prophet Amos.
The irony is that to be an American
citizen is to be almost automatically excluded from this "supranational" fellowship, if one is taken at "face value" as
were our students in Argentina. The U.S.
citizen is so dealt with because, rightly or
wrongly, he is considered to be a representative of a strong and aggressive nation which is often thought to be one of
the main obstacles to the attainment of
the goals of this fellowship. When we
question the validity of this analysis at
some point, we must remember that what
people believe to be true is more important for determining their behavior and
attitudes than what achially is true, and
we must search for the grounds of that
belief with more objectivity than chauvinism permits.
The truth is that the U. S. students at
the Cordoba meeting were in sympathy
with the forces for change both here and
in Latin America, therefore the pain of
being reduced to mere "agents of yankec
imperialism"-cultural, economic, and
even ecclesiastical-was even more acute.
Yet it is impossible to completely disassociate oneself. We are responsible for
the acts of our government in a democracy, and for those of many other institutions in our society which affect other
peoples.
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At this point some may ask if we are to
conclude now that all our gestures of
concern and friendship through both governmental and private channels have
been deemed useless and spurned. This is
not the case, for many times our gifts
have helped to meet emergency needs,
but we must recognize that seldom have
they been designed to combat the deeply
rooted causes of poverty, disease, and
ignorance. Therefore they have not significantly altered the course of life for the
multitudes who yearn most for change.
And few of our contributions have been
truly "free gifts of love" which were not
designed ultimately to benefit the giver
in some way in terms of guaranteeing the
purchase of U. S. products with money
given, allegiance to the causes championed by the U.S. in world affairs, or adherence to the cultural, ideological, or religious patterns we export in the belief
that they are "good" for other people. (A
notable exception may be our giving
through the United Nations which makes
no demands of this sort.)
The question is if we have truly benefited these peoples in the ways they deem
r
most beneficial to themselves, in longrange terms. This calls for a reassessment
of not only our aid programs, but also of
our basic assumptions-our "ideology" or
goals and justification, in giving, plus a
new look at our capacity to receive in exchange of ideas and interpretations of the
modern world and its needs from those
we seek to serve.
At the student level, examples of such
attempts are the recent series of seminars
and travel-study hours of Latin America
promoted by denominational student
movements in the United States, especially the Methodist Student Movement's
Christian Citizenship Seminars and its
travel seminar. In most of these efforts,
Latin American students participated and
were heard, therefore learning was a twoway process between them and the
"gringos." The most recent and important
of these student events was the conference on "Men, Ideas, and Action in the
Latin American Revolution," sponsored
, by the National Student Christian Federation at the end of the summer of 1965.
At the McCormick Theological Seminary
in Chicago were gathered students from
diverse parts of the United States and
Latin America: Protestants, Catholics,
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Jews, and the non-affiliated. Their political opinions varied widely as did their
backgrounds, but they listened to each
other and thus they learned.
In this conference we seem to have
moved considerably beyond antagonism
(as indeed, we ultimately did even in
Cordoba), and into a realization that
one's nationality or social class does not
disqualify one from identification and
solidarity with the world's poor and the
search for a more humane and dignified
life for all men everywhere, though it be
impossible for one to disassociate himself
from those parts of his nation's history
and practice which he finds distasteful.
He must accept and understand just
criticism, and his worth as an individual
may be shown to the degree with which
he accepts collective responsibility and
works to rectify injustices. The United
States has already produced a few individuals who have achieved world recognition for membership in the "fraternity" of which we spoke: Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., and Michael Harrington, to
name but two of the many, and the name
of John F. Kennedy is one which commands respect in many areas of deprivation in Latin America. Some missionaries
have also been accepted .into this fellowship.
A symbol of this mutual acceptance is
the readiness with which Latin Americans identify with the civil rights struggle
in our own country. The little black pins
with white equal signs are being worn by
members of the student Christian movement in Brazil. "We Shall Overcome" became the semi-official cortference 'bymn"
at the NSCF meeting in Chicago. More
dialogue developed between North
American and Latin American students
in Cordoba because of the singing of freedom songs by the former than at any
other point during the two-week conference. Nationality need not divide us; but
it might if we are not capable of meeting
the challenge presented by the world in
need both within and outside our
borders.
Another example that it need not divide us was provided at the NSCF conference on Latin America as students
from all over the hemisphere gathered
for a stimulating discussion with Ronald
Young of the Fellowship of Reconciliation on the philosophy, goals, and effec-

tiveness of non-violent methods of protest
and pressure for social change. More excitement was generated during a discussion with Dt. Jorge Viteri de la Huerta of
the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development in which he suggested
that U. S. and Latin American students
might coordinate their efforts on graduate
thesis and research projects so as to help
provide governments and other agencies
interested in the development of Latin
America with the kind of basic research
so vitally needed.
It is, then, in reality, the supranational
fellowship of concern for the plight of
human beings, whatever be the religious
or political creed of its members, which is
uniting students and men across the
world at the present hour, and inasmuch
as Christians-because of their very faith
-are found to be members of this broad
fellowship, there is a realization of the
universality of the Church as well. The
frontiers of concern with human beings in
their sufferings and their joys, are where
the true unity of the Church of Christ is
being discovered by both clergy and laity.
Yet in these struggles for justice Christians must be freed of their fears of
changes which might bring results which
cannot be easily predicted, measured,
and contained or controlled. One young
Cuban has expressed the faith that out of
revolution and chaos can come creativity;
others have expressed it as faith that God
is able to work through secular and even
"godless" movements for His own purposes. Certainly the Christian cannot accept as his "enemy" anyone who struggles
for human dignity and social justice just
because he fights under the banner of a
different ideology and nationality.
No one really knows whether the new
order will be more just than the old in
many situations, but there is a great deal
of expectancy and effort.
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Dr. Betty Cowan, our very capable
internist from Scotland, bent over the
young child in the arms of a very worried
mother. Quickly she got the stethoscope
ready for examination and started to peel
the coverings from the child. To her
shock the clothing came off in small, thin
layers. "All I could do after the examination was to pat the pieces back on the
child. What could we do? We had nothing to give them in the way of clothing."
The child was only one of the 450 to 500
patients that five of our doctors see eve1y
day at the Ramkote refugee camps. Not
many of the 25,000 refugees in the three
camps in the small valley tucked away in
the Jammu hills, about 170 miles from
Ludhiana, are in better condition.
These refugees trekked out of the fertile Chhamb area of the state of Jammu
where one of the major battles between
India and her neighbor was fought in
September of 1965. A few of the families
brought along a buffalo or few goats,
some utensils, or hand tools, but most of
them came with only the clothfog on their
backs. Some 150,000 persons were evacuated according to unofficial sources.
Twenty-five thousands of the refugees
were directed by the government of
Jammu to the small valley which was not
many months ago a peaceful countryside
dotted with few cultivated h·acts here
and there The land is rocky, hilly and
covered with scrubby trees and bushes
characteristic of the foothills of the hill
regions of Northern India. Ramkote, the
village which became the administrative
headquarters for three refugee camps,
boasted of a Central Government Public
Works Department rest house, a tea
house on the road, and thirty or forty
houses clustered around a spring high on
a hillside a hundred feet above the road
in the shadows of a crumbling wall of an
ancient fort which had one time in history been a comfort to the ancestors of
the vilJagers.
When the National Christian Council
Relief Committee heard about the refugees and their needs, it approached the
Jammu government as to how the N.C.C.
might help. Since the Christian missions
in India are well known to the public for
the quality medicine practiced in the mission hospitals, the reply came back immediately, "Come over to Ramkote and
help us with medical aid." When this
clear call came, the Relief Committee
asked the Ludhiana Christian Medical
College to organize the medical aid team
and send it up to the refugee camps to
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minister to their medical needs. The
College chose Dr. B. P. 1v1alvea, a Harvard educated public health physician, to
be in charge of the work.
Dr. Malvea made a trip up to the
camps, fifty miles of which were over unpaved roads cut through the mountains,
overlain with powdery dust due to the
failure of the monsoon this year, in order
to assess what was needed and how the
team might work effectively. On return
he set about making logistical arrangements and assembling the needed medicines. He and the director of the institution decided to send a senior doctor or a
resident and several interns, the latter
only if they would volunteer to serve. The
meeting of the interns was an occasion to
remember. Dr. Malvea pointed out the
difficulties, the inconveniences, the possibility of long hours of work, camp food,
living in tents, no electricity, and no facilities as in the hospital, for diagnostic
help. "If any one of you who is willing to
volunteer please indicate by raising your
hand," Dr. J\falvea said hopefully. To his
utter amazement everyone, both men and
women interns, almost to a person raised
his hand. It was, therefore, decided to
send interns there on two-week rotational schedule.
The five doctors from the Christian
Medical College are looking after the
refugees in two camps. Each morning
they eat a heavy breakfast and leave their
tents on the grounds of the Central
P.W.D. rest house and make their way
with medicines to the tents set aside within the camps for the dispensaries. The
breakfast must sustain them until evening
for once they get started there will not be
any let up until the shadows of night start
to enclose the valley ~nd the cold breezes
drive the people into their tents. Each
morning as they approach the refugees'
areas, they are greeted with a strong
odor, for while the inside of the camp is
kept clean the areas surrounding the
camp have been used as open latrines.
Some trench latrines have been provided
but only a few people use them. "They
continuously contaminate the sources
used as their water supply," said one of
the interns. "It is no wonder that eighty
per cent or more of the patients we sec
are suffering from dysentery."
There is no line, there is no order, as
the doctors arrive at the dispensary.
Many of them had come early to be there
when the doctors open the tents for work.
All of them want to be seen first. Many
of them are afraid that the dispensary

will run out of medicines. Now and again
the doctors get up and ask the people to
step back and not crowd so that they
could work. The crowd steps back a little,
but before long the knot of humanity
tightens around the doctors. "What can
one do? These people are desperate!" By
evening 450 to 500 patients will have
been seen out of whom 125 to 150 persons are new patients.
"When we are taking care of two
camps with about 14,000 persons, the
number of new patients coming daily
should trail off, but it doesn't. Why?
Well, because people are coming from
the other larger camp six miles away for
treatment," Dr. Malvea explained. Dysenteries are the major problems and this is
because of the hopelessly contaminated
water sopplies. "Unless something is done
about water supply, we'll just have to go
on treating people endlessly for dysente1y," stated the Ludhiana trained interns.
Scabies, worm infestation, anemias, malnutrition and undernutrition especially
among children and pregnant women,
also catch the medically trained eyes
quickly. The valley is cold already and
the upper respiratory tract infection rate
is now increasing rapidly. Tuberculosis is
suspected in many of these patients. In
early December nose counts showed an
average of nine persons living in one tent.
The bedding distributed per tent was
then one comforter and two blankets. Dr.
Malvea said, "Why, that's barely enough
for one person's requirements in that
climate!"
Dr. Cowan spent two weeks of her annual leave up in Ramkote with the second group of doctors. One day she attended the delivery of a baby. "There
was nothing," she said, "to wrap up the
baby but a sheet of newspaper." Later
one of the interns came with a piece of
his own pajama and wrapped up the
baby. The government is rightfully concerned about the two hundred or more
pregnant women in the camps at Ramkote. To the government medical officer
the Ludhiana trained women interns are
a Godsend for they are able to cope with
all of the maternity cases not requiring
hospi taliza ti on.
'~'hen the call, "Come ... and help us,"
was clearly sounded, the National Christian Council Relief Committee and the
Ludhiana Christian Medical College did
not hesitate. They have gone and are
helping, and the task is still going on. For
to what have we been called, if not to
love and serve God's children in need?
[ 131 ]
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by Charles A. McFarren
1\.Ir. :McFnrren is a missionnry in Bolivia. He is currently assigned to ttudent
work in the university and community development.

XAMINATION TIME

in a Bolivian rural

Eschool: tiled roof, silhouetted against
the parched slopes of the Andes before
the early rains; mud-brick walls, set back
in the stubble of last year's barley, now a
football field; mud floor, weighted down
by wooden planks stretched across
stumps of h·ees for desks and benches.
This school, between March and June,
began to shelter children's hopes and old
men's dreams when an Indian community
called La Esperanza, prodded by the
presence of the church in its midst, woke
up from it age-old apathy and worked together to build it.
Inside, my wife and I, who represented
the church, sat in one front corner; in the
other, the teacher and the government examiner.
At the back of the crowded room the
elders of the community lined up. They
had carried the tiles and the Eucalyptus
beams on their backs over the mountain
paths. They had measured and sawed
and hauled into place the rafters which
held up the cane framework and the tile
roof. They, illiterate Quechua-speaking
farmers, too proud and too shy to recognize their own need to know how to read
and write, had built the school for their
children. Dressed in homespun trousers
and shirts, brightly colored ponchos
thrown over their shoulders, rumpled
felt hats on their heads, they smiled
through teeth stained green by constant
coca chewing and, curious and worried,
observed the progress of their sons and
daughters in the examination.
In the second row from the back young
people, both boys and girls, leaned forward in anticipation of their turn. The
boys were dressed in black trousers,
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white shirts, and black leather jackets,
status symbols of their transition from
being camporunas, country Indians, to
llajtarunas, city people. They grinned
nervously, displaying white, well-formed
teeth, the product of cereals and an absence of sugar in their diet.
The young girls went to the blackboard
first, their black braids hanging down
over the back of their blue blouses, their
many layers of skirts and petticoats rustling festively as at a party. They wrote
their names in bold strokes. Their hands
were freer with the chalk than the calloused and stiff hands of the men who
would follow them, for their work was
not to break up the stony earth with picks
and shovels or to hold their hands on the
plow, but to herd the goats, to weave
sacks for the grain, to peel potatoes for
the stew, and to sow seed behind the
oxen which opened the furrows with a
wooden plow. In the years to come it
would fall to them to nurse the crying
child and to cradle him upon their backs.·
To be able to read in Spanish and to write
their own names, to be able to add and
subtract would enhance their chances to
bargain with the predatory merchant in
the city market who took advantage of
their ignorance. It would enable them to
compete on more even terms with
brothers and beaus who even now viewed
their superiority with the uncomfortable
laughter of envy and pride in tl1eir accomplishment.
The children in the front rows then
trooped forward one by one. Patched
pants and ragged dresses covered their
thin little bodies. On some the sores of
impetigo and bloated stomachs gave
away the squalor and malnutrition that

was their lot. Their eyes sparkled nonetheless. The boys pushed and shoved and
fought for a seat closer to the window.
The girls giggled bashfully and chattered
excitedly among themselves. Vigorous
movements of the hands of one boy
sprawled large letters across the blackboard. His native intelligence came
through when the examiner told him to
translate into Quechua what he had
written in Spanish or questioned some
error of spelling. He stood back from the
board a moment in quiet concentration;
one could almost hear the clicking of
the mental mechanism which learns and
corrects itself by responding to a stimulus even in the brain of a six-year-old; in
a flash of inspiration he quickly grabbed
the chalky rag, erased the mistake, corrected it, and stood proudly before peers
and parents as if to say, "There! I can
read and write!" The future of a new
Bolivia dawned in the defiant self-conidence of the campowawa, the changing
country child, neglected and despised by
his city cousin.
The examination came to an end.
Teacher and examiner exchanged looks
which expressed approval received and
gratitude accepted.
The teacher was a blond, blue-eyed
young man of eighteen. We had first met
him at the airport carrying suitcases, or on
the road trudging up the hill to visit his
mother, a rural teacher who taught in a
school near the gravel-covered airstrip.
But here he was now opposite us, a fellow
educator, using the experience of having
helped his half-blind mother teach first
and second grades to guide other young
people and children through the first
steps of a primary education. He, too,
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was proud not only that his students had
done well before us and the government
representative, but that he had found a
vocation. He had proved to us and to
himself that he no longer needed to be
one who begged tips from grudging travelers but that he could be someone who
raises up a new generation out of ignorance and superstition.
The examiner was a robust man,
tanned by the sun, which is intense at
high altitudes. Sometimes he walked ten
miles a day to supervise the government
schools scattered over the mountains or
nestled down in valleys. At first he had
seemed aloof and abrupt, but in the examination he revealed a tenderness and
patience more eloquent than words. He
had quieted the students' nervousness
and set them at ease with a gentle glance
of confidence or a humorous comment
about their forgetfulness, "Who do you
think you are, the mayor?" He was a born
educator who brought out of them what
they knew or what they had forgotten,
who stimulated them to study.
The community of La Esperanza had
built a school. Young and old were determined that it would go on. It is a school
like the land they live on, bleak and barren, precarious to maintain. But here at
examination time was an examiner present with them in their desire to learn,
who understood their struggles to subsist. He examined their accomplishments
and halting beginnings with a judgment
seasoned by mercy. He nourished the
hope which had been planted in their
lives by his being there. His severe,
patient, and smiling presence was enough
to make them want to keep on working
together to build their school.
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to the Liberia Centrnl Conference unanimously elected the Rev.
Stephen Trowen Nagbe as bishop of
The Methodist Church in Liberia.
Elected on the second ballot, Bishop
Nagbe became the episcopal leader of more
than 19,000 Methodists in 732 churches. He
is the first Liberian bishop elected by his
own countrymen on his own soil. At thirtytwo, he is also the youngest Methodist bishop
in the world and one of the youngest ever
elected. Bishop Nagbe's episcopal residence
will be in Monrovia, capital of Liberia.
The Central Conference was held December 9 to 12 at the l\H. Scott Methodist
Church in Cape Palmas-the home of Liberia's "dean of the laity," President William
V. S. Tubman.
The organizing session of the Liberia Central Conference was an historic event in the
life of The Methodist Church not only because of the election of Bishop Nagbe, but
because it represented the coming to full
maturity within Methodist structure of the
denomination's first overseas "mission field."
It was 132 years ago tliat Methodist work
was started in Liberia. The new Central
Conference makes nine such conferences in
overseas Methodism.

D

ELEGATES

Presiding at the Central Conference until
Bishop Nagbe's election was Bishop Prince
A. Taylor, Jr., resident bishop of the New
Jersey Area and currently president of the
Council of Bishops. From 1956 to 1965
Bishop Taylor was the Methodist bishop of
Liberia.
The consecration service for Bishop Nagbe
was held December 12, with four Methodist
bishops from three continents officiating.
They were: Bishop Taylor and Bishop Roy
H. Short of the Louisville Area, president of
the Board of Missions and secretary of the
Council of Bishops; Bishop John Wesley
Shungu of the Republic of the Congo, and
Bishop Sante Barbieri of the Buenos Aires
Area (Bolivia, Argentina and Uruguay).
Bishop Nagbe is the third African bishop
elected in less than two years. Bishop
Shungu and Bishop Escrivao Zunguze of
Mozambique were elected in 1964.
The Methodist Church has been in Liberia since 1833. It was the first overseas
mission to be established by the denomination. At the 1964 General Conference in
Pittsburgh, Pa., Liberian Methodists were
among Methodist bodies in five countries
given permission to become autonomous during the 1964-68 quadrennium. However,

Liberia was also given the option of becoming a Central Conference within The Methodist Church and electing its own bishop.
The latter option was chosen.
Bishop Nagbe was elected to a six-year
term. With the current quadrennium half
gone, the Liberia Central Conference, on
recommendation of its Committee on the
Episcopacy, granted Bishop Nagbe the remaining two years of the present quadrennium and the full 1968 to 1972 quadrennial
term. The normal te1m for the episcopacy
set by the Liberia Central Conference will
be four years.
Bisl1op Taylor hailed Bishop Nagbe's election as a milestone in the history of The
Methodist Church in Liberia. "It was in
Liberia that Methodist overseas missions
were first started," he said. "Perhaps it will
be here that a new era in church history
throughout the world will be ushered in."
On Liberia's becoming a Central Conference, President Tubman said: "We enter
upon this new responsibility with humility.
The General Conference has been most kind
and considerate in giving us the great privilege of entering a new era of Methodism in
Liberia. Now and in the future, we must
work harder and contibute more sacrificially

Bishop and Mrs. Steplien Nagbe greet clzurclz members 'after lzis election.
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of our time and resources. And we will."
Regarding the new bishop, President Tubman remarked: "Let him be as wise as a
serpent and as harmless as a dove. We do
not expect our bishop to be merely a bishop
of Liberia-but a Liberian bishop who will
represent the trne Liberian image and our
point of view. If he fails to do this, we may
as well have remained as we were."
President Tubman never attended public
schools in his life. As many Liberians, he is
a product of American Methodist missionary
benevolence. Over the years he has consistently called for more missionaries in all
fields.
"We feel that we have a claim upon the
Board of Missions," President Tubman declared prior to the election of Bishop Nagbe.
"It was here that the first Methodist missionary was sent and gave his life."
The Liberian President, in his address to
the conference, also called upon the churches
of Liberia to embark upon a period of fasting and prayer for the sake of the world.
President Tubman helped plan the central
conference, personnally provided eight
shuttle flights to transport the 48 delegates
and over 200 observers to the Conference
and, with a number of the members of his

cabinet, attended the sessions throughout the
four-day conference. Two days prior to the
Conference opening he witnessed the dedication of a pipe organ at Mt. Scott Church
and the opening of a large parsonage. He
gave the church both.
Bishop Nagbe is regarded as one of Liberia's most highly educated leaders and
dedicated workers. Born in Beh1, Sinoe
County, about 200 miles east of :tvlonrovia,
in 1933, Bishop Nagbe's father was a farmer
and flshe1man. His uncle, who attended the
Conference, is a retired :rvlethodist minister.
Having received most of his education at
Methodist schools, Bishop Nagbe attended
Barclayville Methodist Elementary School
until 1946 and the College of 'Nest Africa
(secondary school) in Monrovia from 1947
to 1951. From 1952 to 1956 he studied at
Cuttington College in :tvlonrovia, where he
earned the bachelor of science and bachelor
of theology degrees.
Going to the United States to continue his
studies, Bishop Nagbe attended Gammon
Theological Seminmy, Atlanta, Ga., from
1958 to 1961, earning a bachelor of divinity
degree.
Returning to Liberia in 1961, Bishop
Nagbe was assigned to the Gbarnga Meth-

odist mission center as pastor and acting district superintendent. In two months he was
appointed pastor of the 250-member Mt.
Scott Methodist Church at Cape Palmas,
where he served two-and-a-half years, until
1964, when he returned to the U. S. to study
at Boston University School of Theology. He
graduated in 1965 with a master of sacred
theology. Returning to Liberia, he was again
appointed to :rvlt. Scott.
Mrs. Melvena Nagbe also attended the
College of West Africa, Cuttington College,
Gammon Theological Seminary where she
earned a master of religious education degree
in 1960, and Atlanta University. They have
three children.
Though Bishop Nagbe is the first Liberian
elected in his own country by his own people, he is not the first Liberian elected a
bishop. The first Liberian elected bishop,
with special responsibility for Liberia, was
the Rev. Francis Burns, who was consecrated
on October 4, 1858, at the Genesee Conference at Perry, N. Y. After his death in 1863,
the General Conference of 1864 authorized
the Liberia :·Mission Conference to elect one
of their own ministers to fill the vacancy.
The Liberia Conference elected the Rev.
John W. Roberts in 1866.

A NEW ERA
FOR LIBERIAN METHOD-ISM
by

Bisliop Prince A. Taylor, former Bislwp of Liberia, presided
over tlie conference. Also present was Bisliop Roy A. Sliort.
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Among the delegates to the conference was President '\V. V. S.
Tubman of Liberia (light suit), wlw addressed the session.
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On an October morning we watched
some very small boys and girls romping
merrily around a backyard playground at
Bethlehem Center, in Savannah, Georgia.
One little girl (who was wearing gay
red socks) was having a bit of trouble
keeping a swing for herself. Her slightly
older brother wanted to crowd in and
swing with her.
One of the day care directors walked
across the yard to referee this slight dispute. We felt pleased to note that teacher
decided in favor of the status of women;
Red Socks did have "first come, first
serve" rights.
The swings and slides on this playground were in full use. The most popular equipment seemed to be a sort of
miniature merry-go-round. It consisted of
a tiny platform, with large inverted U
handles to hold onto. The power to revolve was supplied by a pushing foot of
one young customer.
When the play period was over, there
was a line-up march into the house at
304 West Botton Street. The marchers
kept time (more or less) to a gay song
about "marching, marching, as we go.''
Thirty boys and girls went in and sat
down on small chairs, at small tables. The
day care Director went to the piano and
played several tunes, to which the assembled children sang "Ten Little Indians," "Oh, MacDonald Had a Farm,"
and other favorites, some of them involving enjoyable head and hand motions.
We asked for an animal song, and heard
a lively rendition of "Where, Oh Where,
Has My Little Dog Gone?"
Pretty soon the time came for a midmorning snack.
Two children were appointed to pass
out the refreshments at each table. These
servers carefully placed before each child
one Uneeda soda cracker and one paper
cup of grapefruit juice. No bites or sips
were taken until all the children had been
served.
At noontime the children are served a
simple luncheon, which is somewhat
varied from day to day. A typical menu
might be: bread and butter, beans, carrot
strips, beef stew, milk, and cake.
There is planned framework of daily
schedules for ·playground activity, naps,
refreshments, songs, stories-and the disciplines of good habits.
The daily care given to three-and-fouryear-old children at this Center is an important factor in the lives of working parents of the community.
Mothers-and sometimes fathersbring the children to the Center around
7: 30 in the morning, and they are cared
for until four or five o'clock in the afternoon, five days a week.
The parents pay anywhere from $1.25
to $7.00 a week for this privilege, deWORLD OUTLOOK

pending upon their ability to pay.
Across the lane in the other Bethlehem
Center house at 303 'Nest Gwinnett
Street thirty kindergartners were singing,
too. They like colorful songs about green
rushes and red leaves.
A kindergarten was so much needed in
this section of the city, that when the
Bethlehem Center leaders said: "If the
children can bring their own lunches, we
will give it a try," there was a ready response.
The parents pay $1.50 a week for the
half-day sessions. The teachers are paid
by the Center.
Day care is needed, not only by preschool and kindergarten children, but
also by older children. The program director at Bethlehem Center, a working
mother with five children of her own, has
a special pilot project of after-school supervision for nine children who range in
age from six to twelve years. Some of
these children need help in reading or in
other studies. Sometimes what a child
most needs is a nap, and the Center arranges for that, too.
Are such children inclined to "play
hookey," and wander away from the Center during the afternoon? No, they like it
there. Sometimes they watch the television programs in the game room, or go
with their director to visit special places
of interest in the city of Savannah.
Teenagers have a special place in
Bethlehem Center's program.
A strong athletic program includes
volley ball, football, baseball, and basketball teams. This winter there are two
football teams scheduled for intergroup
games.
On Wednesday evenings teenagers
(more boys than girls, usually) show up
for ping pong and other games, discussions of yarious kinds, singing, and record
playing.·
Once a year these teenagers are found
avidly selling peanuts, candy, sandwiches, and raisins. The object is to raise
funds for the crowning of a Miss Bethlehem Center. Four groups of teenagers
(each with a queenly candidate) vie with
one another. The group raising the largest fund wins.
Twenty parents of neighborhood children came this past summer to the Center
to meet regularly and to discuss budgets,
discipline, and other important topics.
Seventy-two parents showed up to view
and applaud a program put on by the
childre~ entitled "Midsummer Night's
Dream.
Bethlehem Center points with pride to
one teenage president at the Center who
became president of the Student Council
at his schooL
The program director encourages
church attendance, and several teenagers
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have become interested in her church.
During the past year no teenagers at
Bethlehem Center have been involved in
the courts.
Miss Eunice Stockton, director at Bethlehem Center, told us that when she came
to the Center five years ago she noticed
a lot of potential leadership in a certain
thirteen-year-old girl. The Center was
able to aid in developing this leadership.
Although this girl has had a hard struggle
financially, she is making her way with
creditable success. During the summer
months she works at the Center, and now
she is a second-year student at Savannah
State College.
In Miss Stockton's presence one teenager declared: "If Bethlehem Center
wasn't here we'd have no place to go."
The Center is almost the only place in
this area where Negro boys and girls can
meet for wholesome recreation.
The Neighborhood Youth Corps of
Savannah lends a helping hand to young
people. School drop-outs can get as much
as thirty-two hours of work per week;
and students still in school can work after
school hours as much as fifteen hours a
week.
Miss Stockton has asked the Corps for

seven of these young people to be assigned to Bethlehem Center. They may
answer the telephone, run the mimeograph machine, type cards, help in the
kindergarten, the game room, and on the
playground.
Bethlehem Center has a strong summer program of recreation, crafts, and
classes. One of the most interesting
classes in the summer of 1965 turned out
to be a new course in creative drama for
children of junior age, taught by a Jewish
teacher who volunteered her services.
"We had wonderful imaginary trips,"
this teacher reported. "We \vent' to the
World's Fair, we camped, we played on
the beach. vVe acted out old songs, such
as Casey at tlze Bat. The children loved
this dramatic activity, and found in it a
release for pent-up emotions."
The Economic Opportunity Authority
(anti-poverty), impressed with Bethlehem Center's good record since its establishment in 1950, has asked it to direct a
new day care program in another portion
of the city. There are hundreds of children in Savannah who will welcome the
comfort, protection, and enjoyment
which a good day care program can provide.

Comments 1From tlliie Sava1t111t1lallit Commll.D.nnity
Savannah is greatly bcnefittcd by the presence of Bethlehem Center. The Center is Christianity
in action.
-Mns. Vv. 0. BELVIN, sec. Beth. Center Bd.
The future for those whom this Center serves is filled with hope.
-Mns. GERTRUDE GREENE, Bd. member and social worker at Chatlwm Health Center
Children arc given an opportunity here to know that somebody cares. The Center is a genuine
-EZRA JOHNSON, real estate broker, Savannal1
help to broken homes.
The climate of this entire community is enriched because of the Christian witness of the Bethlehem Center staff.
-Mns. C. W. GREENLEE, treas. Beth. Board
I have been especially impressed with the work with teenagers. The Center's program is creating a difference in the life of this city.
•: '· -SAl\l M. CAnK, Jn., pastor, Inner Cit11 Metlwdist Church, Savannah
Bethlehem Center has made a tremendous impact on Savannah.
-I-IAHOLD GRAY, pastor, Asbur11 Methodist Church, Savannah
Early Methodism was known as "Christianity in earnest." The work of Bethlehem Center perpetuates this spirit.
-C. V./. HANCOCK, pastor, Epworth Methodist Church, Savannah
This Center's program has made a wonderful contribution to the life of the surrounding community.
-JAl\ms R. \VEnn, dist. supt. Savannah Dist.
The open, receptive atmosphere here made this Center an excellent place in which to experiment
-GLORIA KAZLOW, volunteer teacher
with creative drama.
\Ve know that the day care program which the Center will operate for us will be amongst the
best anti-poverty programs in the Southeast.
-RONALD ALLEN, Sn., exec. director, Economic Opport1mit11 A11thoiit11, Savmm11l1
Bethlehem Center is filling a great need in the lives of the young people of our city. Delinquency
among teen-agers involved in the program at theCenter is unheard of. \Ve covet the prayers and
support of Methodists everywhere.
-Mns. J. FnANK STROZIER, pres., Bethlel1em Genter Board
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THE CONGO WANTS TO READ
The number of persons who can read is
increasing daily. There is a great demand
for books which will help the people to
increase their knowledge, not only of the
locality where they live, but also of the
world.
People in the Congo are tremendously
interested in what is happening, in knowing how other countries and people have
met and solved their problems in church
and state.
The Congo people are interested in
knowing what we in the United States
did to stabilize our country-and in hearing about the price which we paid for
such an accomplishment.
A Congo citizen said to me: "If we get
too much given to us too soon without
paying the price we will not know how to
appreciate our independence. 'Ve will not
know what to do to help our country. 'Ve
must know what is best for all, we must
have courage, and know how to work for
what we need. ' ·Ve must read and learn
from the experiences of others."
There is a hunger for books. To own a
book gives prestige now in the Congo.
Young people are hungry for the information that books can give them.
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Everywhere young people in the
Congo are crowding into classrooms, to
get knowledge. The educated person has
a better chance of getting a better job,
with wider horizons.
vVe are on the verge of a great expansion in our literature program in the
Central Congo. The Christian literature
program is one of the most challenging in
this country today. Only an informed
church will be able to lead during these
changing and challenging days.
The church has a great opportunity
now. Christian literature must have priority. The church does have something
to say. Let us say it in every way that we
can, and in all the places we can, as long
as we can, to open and receptive hearts.

'\le must produce Christian literature
that will help readers to find answers to
their various baffling problems, as they
attempt richer and fuller lives today. In
a confused and unstable era the church
needs to work overtime to give the people something firm to stand upon-something so stable that it will not change
with the blowing of political winds.
vVe have recently completed a Bible
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Miss Mnrtin is a 1\-fethodist rnissionnry, under appointment to social-cvnngelistic work in the Congo, and stationed
nt present at Luluabourg. She has been active in the translation of the Bible into Oteteln, and in other translations
nnd productions of the literature for which she puts so strong a case.

picture book for Congo children, and we
are working on a book about women of
the Bible. Our new hymn book has been
completed. But there is still a great need
for better and more attractive books for
all ages, children, young people, and
adults. We need help in the training of
African mtists and writers. We need
printers, and we need better methods of
distributing books after they are printed.
The Bible Society had promised that
we would have the new Otetela Bible by
the close of 1965. On December 31, about
3:30 in the afternoon, I went to the post
office. And there were the Bibles! I was
so happy that I could say hardly a word
at first. Finally I told the post office clerk
what was in the parcels, and he said:
"What a wonderful way to begin the
new year! I rejoice with you."
When I handed to the secretary (who
had typed most of the Bible in the
Otetela language) a copy of this Bible,
he took it in both hands, held it over his
heart, and declared: "This is the greatest
gift that I and my people have ever received. My heart is overflowing with
gratitude to God for this gift of His love
and concern for us."
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Daily Vacation Bible School at tl1e Pine Bend Metl1·odist Church 011 the vVhite Earth Reservation in
Minnesota.

CHIPPEWA
METHODISTS
IN MINNESOTA
Mrs. Vera Hoagland examines a
Chippetca ceremonial dress that her
daughter is wearing.

by Marjorie V andervelde
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"My Grandma Otter and Grandma
Wakemup were among the founders of
the Methodist church in our Nett Lake
Heservation," Mrs. Vera Hoagland, told
me, as we visited in her home.
On a table there was a beaded belt in
a frame, in the process of being finished .
Mrs. Hoagland's three teenagers were
exchanging their jeans for fancy ceremonial costumes, as a favor to me.
"Grandma W akemup lived to be 118
years old," Mrs. Hoagland went on.
"Time was when she rowed her birchbark
canoe up across Lake o' the \11/oods into
Canada-400 miles in all, and then back.
Five times she did that."
The church which Grandma Wakemup
helped to fourid was started in 1898.
Grandma's grandchildren and great~
grandchildren now attend this church in
Nett Lake Village.
This is a closed reservation. That means
that the tribal council governs policy, including the decision as to which .missions
will be allowed to move onto the Indian
lands.
Baptists and Catholics, who also have
work in the Village, have leased land for
their buildings. In this respect the Methodist mission is better situated, for the
church owns forty acres on the Reservation.
Frank Pequette, a French-Indian
l'vlethodist missionary, was instrumental
in making the purchase of land for the
church. Also, he helped to set up a tribal
council and organize this branch of
Chippewas.
The council and community activities
tend to unify the people. There is, for
instance, a fine elementary school (where
there is a weekly "shower day" for the
children). There seems to be an advantage in the children's attending an allIndian school at first. There is no immediate culture gap to straddle. The
clothing of all students is similar, and the
children are not of a minority group.
By the time the students go out to a
high school they are better equipped to
become adjusted, generally speaking.
Another reservation activity, government-sponsored, is CAP-a community
action program. Craftsmanship of the
culture is encouraged. \Ve noticed exquisite bead work in the Indian homes,
designs on ceremonial dresses, and on
velvet vests and cuffs for the men. There
WORLD OUTLOOK
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were birch bark hats and canoes. The
missions help to market the craft work;
but a steady outlet could be used to advantage.
A better housing project is in the future. "Our community needs planned
housing; our houses leak," Lu Ann Drift
told us. "And we don't have much room
for visitors. Where could they stay?"
Today's economy is based on both the
old and the new. Under the former are
the wild rice harvesting and hunting in
the forests that cover the area. Under
the new, there are the county relief rolls,
cutting and peeling the pulpwood, and
commuting "outside" to construction
work at taconite plants.
Nett Lake is a good rice lake, and it
is kept that way by outlawing the use of
motor boats which would Batten the crop.
Only canoes paddle through the patches
of grain.
Last year's crop [1965] was a good one.
As the Lake and its rice crop are community property, the tribal council sets
the day for rice harvesting to beginand even sets the minute. On that morning the Indians get into their canoes,
poised as though ready for a race, and
wait for a gun shot to signal the takeoff. When it sounds, the canoes move
through the rice, flaying it with sticks in
such a way that the grain heads fall into
the canoes.
At home, the harvesters spread the
rice out on mats, pick out the burrs, and
let the grain be cured. It is then put into
a huge outdoor iron kettle, and a fire is
started underneath. After a parching
process the rice is again spread out, and
this time the Indians dance jigs on it,
with their moccasined feet, to loosen the
rice hulls.
A reservation family named King has
set up a mechanical cleaning and drying
plant on the edge of Nett Lake Village.
There the processing is done for those
who are willing to pay a percentage of the
rice crop to get the job done for them. A
good rice crop brings a good incomewhich, too often, is spent immediately.
The Chippewas have long been famous
for their hunting prowess, and their forests still have deer, bear, and lesser animals.
The deer furnish not only venison for
the table, but also hides to be made into
jackets and moccasins. We stopped to
MARCH 1966

visit with Mr. Herbert Strong, a curer of
hides. A fresh hide was soaking in brine.
Another hide had just finished its smoking time over wood chips. It was as soft
to the touch as is chamois.
Nett Lake Village has certain health
problems, intensified by the fact that the
nearest hospital is about fifty miles distant. A county nurse makes monthly
visits, and two social workers conduct
weekly sessions dealing with such subjects as nutrition.
The age-old use of herbs and roots for
certain tonics and cures continues, and
they may be used along with space-age
drugs.
The native religion is called The Grand
Medicine, and deals in superstition and
fear. Spirit Island, in the lake, has some
rocks on which Indian symbols have been
carved at some forgotten time in the past.
An aura of mystery hangs over the symbols. People who canoe out to the island
leave tobacco for the spirits. Tobacco is
also put at one's door during a thunder
storm to persuade the lightning to pass
on by.
This describes to some extent the economy and the culture into which the
Reverend Mr. Norman Loughman and his
wife, Mildred, moved, with their three
small children, in the autumn of 1964.
There had not been a resident Methodist
missionary for some years. Somehow, the
smoke signals seemed to have preceded
them, and smoothed the way, by announcing to the Nett Lake Indian people
that the Loughmans were friends. The
Loughmans came to Nett Lake from Indian work in Montana, and from Cass
Lake in Minnesota. But that welcome did
not mean that the work would not be
difficult at times.
A major problem is the lack of Sunday
school teachers to draw on, since a certain amount of background or specialized
training is necessary. One of the Loughmans teaches a general class; the other
Loughman becomes a part of that class,
while at the same time baby-sitting with
their children.
Nevertheless, the Loughmans have inaugurated a new church extension project by buying a "retired school bus" (paying for it from their own salary) and using it for a mobile Sunday school and
church in the more isolated sections of
the reservation. This Gospel Bus has im-

provised interior lighting and heating.
The winters here are long and severe.
It is obvious that Vacation Bible School
for the Indian children can hardly be
held without help from outside. Last
summer Miss Judy Moran from Eden
Prairie, Minnesota, helped with such a
school. Mr. Loughman thinks that it
would be wonderful if a Methodist youth
work camp would "just happen to drop
in" at Vacation Bible School time each
summer, and bring along paint brushes
and work clothes, and help revitalize the
mission.
At the urgent request of the tribal
council Mr:· Loughman headed a committee last summer for the Sah-gi-ba-gahBowery words meaning "morn of the
bursting buds" or in more prosaic language, the annual celebration and powwow. Mr. Loughman works closely with
the Indians in planning their tribal contests-squaw hockey, moccasin game,
and a dish-and-deerbones competition.
Methodists also sponsor Pine Bend
Mission among the Chippewa Indian of
White Earth Reservation, also in Minnesota. The missionary there is the Reverend Mr. John Ameling, who serves two
pastorates in nearby towns, and lives in
Fosston.
The 'Vhite Earth Reservation work was
initiated in 1898 by an Irish-Chippewa
pastor, the Reverend Mr. Duane Porter.
The little log chapel, a part of the present
church, was built at Pine Bend in 1923.
White Earth differs from Nett Lake in
that it is an "open reservation." Most of
the land is owned by outsiders. The Indian children are taken to outside schools.
Among Mr. Ameling's progressive
projects for the future is the starting of a
tree farm on some of the eighty acres
owned by Methodists. A part of the crop
will be Christmas trees for the market.
·when we visited Pine Bend Mission,
Vacation Bible School was in progress.
It was made possible by a youth group
from St. Cloud's First Methodist Church
and 'Vesley Foundation, under the direction of the Reverend Mr. Richard
Lewis.
This mission was a part of their "Go
and Do" program of participation in
helping others.
In a symbolic sense, in relationship to
the Indian missions, "Go and Do" is a
Good Neighbor policy.
[ 141]
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Probation
and
the Criminal
by Amy Lee
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Public indifference, fear, or hostility affect directly the development of correctional programs for the rehabilitation of
persons convicted of crime.
At the Third United Nations Congress
on the Prevention of Crime and the
Treatment of Offenders, held last summer
in Stockholm, Sweden, delegates considered among many topics the role of
probation and other non-institutional
measures of correction. A working paper
prepared by the secretariat on "Probation and Other Non-Institutional Measures" contains information of urgent import for all thinking persons concerned
about the rising crime rate throughout
the world and ways to combat it.
Here are excerpts from the paper:
"Imprisonment as a penalty postdates
non-institutional penalties such as corporal punishment, mutilation, deportation, confiscation of property, and the
like. Later, other non-institutional measures were instituted for humanitarian
reasons, to provide alternatives to sentences of imprisonment. This practice
arose essentially from the desire to spare
certain offenders, especially children and
adult petty offenders, from the deleterious influence of prison experience. . . .
"Since probation evolved either as a
substitute for or as a complement to institutional treatment, the development of
probation services reveals two lines of
growth . . . .
("In this paper the term 'probation'
refers to a method of treatment in the
community with supervision, where a
term of imprisonment has not been
served first in connection with the offense
for which the probation order was made.
This supervision, an essential element of
probation, must have a positive social
character designed to effect a satisfactory
relationship between the individual and
his milieu; it must be carried out by persons committed to this approach.")
"In the Anglo-Saxon countries, for example, the idea [of probation] has grown
out of the binding-over of juvenile or
petty offenders in order to save them the
experience of prison; probation thus developed as a substitute measure for imprisonment.
". . . In counh·ies where probation
grew out of a parole system, the emphasis
has been laid on the need to supervise
and rehabilitate the released prisoner....
"In Pakistan, the Good Conduct Prisoners Probational Release Act ( 1965)
provides for a license system whereby the
prisoner can remain on probation if he is
considered likely to abstain from crime
and lead a useful and industrious life....

"In the United Kingdom ... probation
involves the offender's submission to a
specified period of supervision by a social
caseworker who is an officer of the court.
During this period the offender remains
liable to be otherwise dealt with by the
court if he is not of good conduct. . . .
"In contrast with the British system,
The Franco-Belgian (or 'continental')
style entails suspension of the execution
of sentence. In France, for example, the
probation order is combined with a sentence pronounced simultaneously but
conditionally suspended.. . . The probationary period is generally determined by
the court independently of the suspended
prison sentence....

"In some countries, the United States
for example, the legal basis of probation
rests upon the power of the court to suspend conditionally either the 'imposition'
or the 'execution' of the sentence.
"The system of 'voluntary probation'
or 'custody by the citizens,' which has developed in the Soviet Union, may be
considered as yet another form of probation adapted to cultural setting and legal
concepts. The court, and in certain circumstances the procurator, may discontinue proceedings and entrust the offender's care and supervision for one
year to his fellow-workers , his colleagues
or a citizens' organization. In the case of
minor offenses when all the circumstances
are clear, the judicial authorities may respond to a petition to this effect from tl1e
collective or citizens' organization, even
before the initiation of criminal proceedings . . . .
"In most countries, the pre-sentence investigation is generally entrusted to the
probation service .... The question ...
arises as to how diagnostic services could
be ensured without in any way sacrificing
the real probation work of supervision,
counseling, and other treahnent in the
community....
"There is a growing tendency among
probation officers to strengthen their work
. WORLD OUTLOOK

by use of group methods. In Singapore,
for example, probation officers are, in
some cases, giving group counseling to
three or more probationers at a time . ...
"It has been suggested that too little
attention is paid to the offender's social
milieu, and psychotherapists advocate
much greater therapeutic efforts in this
direction. In the United States, group
therapy involving members of the probationer's family has been arranged ....
"As far back as 1951, the United Nations Economic and Social Council urged
all governments to consider the adoption
and development of probation. Since
then, the application of probation to juvenile offenders has made good progress,
but the development of adult probation
has met with considerable obstacles . ...
"The inadequacy of judicial and administrative machine1y for the application of probation is in many countries a
major obstacle to its development. . . .
"~foreover, it would appear that the
judiciary is not always convinced that
probation is an effective method of treatment for adult offenders. Even when probation is legally established, its benefits
are not always sufficiently known to the
courts ....
"The shortage of qualified staff is another stumbling block in the way of probation. This problem is felt ... in both
developed and developing countries ....
The training of personnel in this sector is
perhaps the foremost practical problem
to be overcome so that probation may
give the expected results.
"The use of part-time voluntary probation officers is a common practice in
several European countries which have
succeeded in involving the public in the
process of resocializing the offender.
"The Netherlands, for example, has a
long and successful experience with enlisting private citizens for this type of
work. It is reported that its probation
service includes some 8,850 voluntary
officers and 330 professionals.
"Austria has started an experiment in
the large cities, in which probation supervision for juveniles is carried out exclusively by voluntary workers.
"Jn France, the newly created probation service consists of benevolent workers as well as professional workers, who
are mostly educateurs.
"In Sweden, the supervision of probationers is carried out by laymen, who
are in turn supervised by professional
workers (protective counselors).
"The idea of part-time benevolent
workers has also gained ground in some
parts of Asia. Professional officers genlvlARCH 1966

erally act as supervisors of the voluntary
officers, and serve as consultants on difficult cases. Regular training programs
have been arranged for volunteers, and
those meeting the requirements now receive certificates to authorize their work.
In Japan, for example, volunteers are
already playing a notable role in this
field . It is reported that there are over
50,000 voluntary probation officers, supervised by 681 professional officers.
"Jn Africa, probation has been strongly
recommended as an effective method of
treatment, particularly for juvenile offenders, but the lack of trained personnel
and training facilities has considerably
hampered its extension to rural areas. It
has been suggested ... that local community leaders could advantageously be
used as agents for probation officers and
that multi-purpose social workers or ed11cateurs could be engaged to meet staffing
problems . . . .
"One of the important merits of probation is that it does not remove the offender from society or prevent him from
fulfilling his social and economic obligations towards his family and community. . . . As a substitute for imprisonment, it preserves the offender from the

harmful influences inherent in prison
confinement.
"Evidence suggests that probation is
no less effective than other forms of treatment in preventing the offender from reve1ting to crime ....
"Jn the United States, a pilot project
has been conducted in Saginaw County
(Michigan); the use of probation was
considerably expanded and efficient probation services were established. Over
the course of three years, the number of
commitments to the state prison has been
reduced by half. . ..
"An assessment project on the effectiveness of probation treatment was carried
out in the United Kingdom; probation
success was measured in terms of probationers' non-appearance before the court
during a supervisory period of one to

three years and for three years after probation treatment. The success rate for
adults at the end of the total period was
seventy percent.
"In Canada, comparative research into
the reconviction rates of ex-prisoners ancl
probationers suggests that the potentialities of probation are not being fully exploited. The conclusion of this study was
that probation should be applied to all
first offenders and used more frequently
for recidivists, while age should not be
a criterion in selecting offenders for probation treatment....
"The comparatively low cost of probation has been demonstrated in a number of experiments. It has ... been calculated that the taxpayers of Michigan
could be saved several millions of dollars
per year in prison, parole, and welfare
costs if the courts could be provided
with adeq'iiately trained probation staff.
"Likewise, it has been stated that in
Israel it is less costly to ensure the services of five probation officers than to
maintain two prisoners for the same
period.
"Perhaps the most urgent matter in
this .field today is to promote the widespread acceptance of probation by the
community, so as to ensure its introduction into many countries and the extension of its use where it has ah-eady taken
root.
"Furthermore, the public must be convinced that probation does not present
a greater risk to the community than any
other treatment measure. A public relations program is thus called for. It is not
enough that the Probation service should
be efficient; its efficiency must be perceived by the judicimy and the community at large. . . .
"One way to make probation more appealing to the public is to dispel the misconception that a person placed on probation has been 'let off.' The disciplinary
aspects of probation must be stressed.
"Apart from probation . . . a number of non-institutional measures have
emerged as substitutes for imprisonment.
The need for such measures is being increasingly felt because the complexities
of modern times have greatly contributed
to the increased number of 'unintentional'
offenses which do not truly reflect criminal behavior ....
"Notwithstanding these measures, it is
argued that the victim of an offense deserves much more attention than he is
given under modern penal law. The suggestion was . . . made that restitution
be restored to the position which it originally occupied in many cultures.
"
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A new series of TV spot announcements in color shows women working on a quilt in a
novel attempt to stimulate interest in religion. The series, pre-tested in Columbus, Ohio,
for later use around the country, has been prepared by the Radio and Television Department of the United Presbyterian Church for sponsorship by the National Council
of Churches.
ASK REVIEW OF
CHINA POLICY
The Methodist Board of Missions, the
largest agency of the 10,304,000-member
Methodist Church, has urged President
Johnson to establish a commission of private
citizens to study and review U.S. policy in
relation to Mainland China.
"The possibilities of military conllict between the United States and the People's
Republic of China," said a resolution
adopted by the Board, "seem so serious at
this time that we must use all means that
might possibly hold hope of improving rela40
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tionships."
In reviewing U.S. policy, "the autonomy
of the Republic of China in Taiwan must be
fully recognized, the resolution cautioned.
The Board said it is "imperative that the
United States bring to bear on the China
situation all available resources for determining the wisest course of action."
The resolution was adopted by the Board
in the closing session of its four-day annual
meeting held at Buck Hill Falls, Pa., in
January. The vote was 70 to 3, with 3
abstentions.
In another resolution on China adopted

by a vote of 64 to 5, the Board urged the
U.S. government to give careful study to
establishing communication with Mainland
China by the following means:
-free travel between the United States
and China;
-sale of food and other non-strategic
items to China through commercial channels;
-cultural and student exchanges as possibilities may arise;
-international negotiations regarding disarmament, non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons, a complete nuclear test ban and
WORLD OUTLOOK
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:;moking are harmful. Rates are fantastically low because "poor risk" drinkers and smokers are excluded. Since your health is superior there is no age limit, no physical examination, no waiting period. Only you can cancel your policy. No salesman will ever call.
Starting the first day you enter any hospital, you will be paid $14.28 a day.
You do not smoke or drinkso why pay premiums for
those who do?
Every day in your newspaper you see
more evidence that drinking and smoking
shorten life. They're now one of America's
leading health problems-a prime cause
of the high premium rates most hospitalization policies charge.

Our rates are based on your
superior health,
as a non-drinker and non-smoker. The
new American Temperance Hospitalization Plan can offer you unbelievably low
rates because we do not accept drinkers
and smokers, who cause high rates. Also,
your premiums can. never be raised because you grow older or have too many
claims. Only a general rate adjustment
up or down could affect your low rates.
And only you can cancel your policy. We
cannot.

sickneBB, hospitalization caused by use of
liquor or narcotics. On everything else
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rates!

3. Other benefits for loss
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(as described in policy l. We pay $2000
cash for accidental death. Or $2000 cash
for loss of one hand, one foot, or sight of
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away. Upon approval, your policy will be
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with any other plan.
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READ YOUR AMERICAN
TEMPERANCE PLAN BENEFITS
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from the first day you enter a hospital.
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other such issues;
-technical collaboration, such as exchange of information on food production,
population control, i1Tigation and water development.
In yet a third resolution on Mainland
China, this one adopted unanimously, the
Board called upon leaders of The Methodish Church and the National Council of
Churches to "continue to explore all possible
means of establishing contacts between
Christians from the United States and from
the People's Republic of China.
The complete texts of the resolutions on
Mainland China follows:

Resolution No.1
One of the most urgent problems facing
the United States today is its relationship to
the People's Republic of China. The unknown quantity of the degree of influence of
the government of Mainland China on the
countries of Southeast Asia and the possessions of a nuclear bombing device by that
country have become grave new factors in
the world situation. The fact that the governments of the United States and the People's Republic of China have become openly
antagonistic has added to the reasons for
concern. Several times between 1950 and
1958 we have seen the world come dangerously close to the brink of war. The cu1Tent
situation in Vietnam again emphasizes this
danger. The possibilities of military conflict
between the United States and the People's
Republic of China seem so serious at this
time that we must use all means that might
possibly hold hope of improving relationship.
It is imperative therefore that the United
States bring to bear on this situation all
available resources for determining the
wisest course of action. It is possible that
policies may need to be changed. It is also
important that the public have an opportunity to understand and to discuss all the
ramifications of the issues and policies involved.
Therefore the Board of Missions urges
the President of the United States to establish a Presidential Commission on U. S.
Policy in relation to the People's Republic of
China. This Commission should be composed of private citizens, persons enjoying
the high regard and confidence of the public, who also possess the highest level of
competence in this field. It should be asked
to formulate resolutions for public and governmental consideration based upon intensive study and wide consultation taking into
account the studies and resolutions of the
churches on this issue. Its report to the
President could become the basis for intensive public discussion of the issue.
In such a review of policy the autonomy
of the Republic of China in Taiwan must be
fully recognized.
Resolution No. 2
The Board of Missions of The Methodist
Church calls upon leaders both in The
Methodist Church and in the National
Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S .A.
to continue to explore all possible means of
establishing contacts between Christians
42
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from the United States and from the People's Republic of China.

Resolution No. 3
The Board of Missions of The Methodist
Church calls upon our people to urge the
government of the United States to give
careful study to establishing communications
with the People's Republic of China by the
following means:
1. The United States publicly and unilaterally take steps in the direction of free
travel between the United States and China
regardless of any response.
2. The United States permit the sale of
food and other non-strategic items to the
People's Republic of China through commercial channels (as do Canada and Britain).
3. The United States be alert to possibilities for cultural and student exchange as
they may arise.
4. Every honorable effort be made to involve the People's Republic of China in international negotiations regarding such issues as disarmament, non-proliferation of
nuclear weapons, a complete nuclear test
ban, etc.
5. The United States clemonstrate its concern for the national well-being of China by
suggesting formally and informally areas of
technical collaboration, such as, exchange
of information on food production, population control, irrigation and water development.

RHODESIA REGIME
CALLED "ILLEGAL"
The Methodist Board of Missions has
called for Britain to provide "the means of
protecting" the people of Rhodesia from the
new "illegal government" there.
The Board said the Ian Smith regime is
a threat to peace and "steadily increases repressive measures against the majority of
the people."
The Board adopted the Rhodesia resolution by a vote of 70 to 3, with 3 abstentions,
at the closing session of its annual meeting.
It also adopted unanimously a resolution
calling for stronger measures of population
control by The Methodist Church through
its boards and agencies, and by the U. S.
government.
The Board did not specifically call for the
use of force by the United Kingdom to quell
the "rebellion" in Rhodesia, but neither did
it rule out the possibility of force to establish and protect the rights of the majority of
the people. There are some 4,000,000 Africans in Rhodesia dominated by 220,000
whites.
In the resolution, the U. S. was commended for opposing Rhodesia's unilateral
declaration of independence and for support of United Nations Security Council action which called for the United Kingdom
to speedily quell the rebellion. The Board
also commended the U. S. for supporting
the oil embargo against Rhodesia and for its
·
airlift to Zambia.
The Board further recommended that
U. S. private industry give full support to
economic sanctions and urged the U. S._ to
encourage Britain to increase economic

measures against the Smith regime in order
to "hasten the day when constitutional government can be restored to Rhodesia under
conditions that will ensure the prompt establishment of a democratic government with a
new constitution arrived at with participation of all sections of the population."
The resolution supported provisions for
majority rule and for the improvement of
economic, social and educational conditions
of the Afiican majority.
The Methodist Church has some 36,000
members in Rhodesia, and about 40,000 students in its schools there. Last year one of
its bishops and a missionary were expelled
from Rhodesia for championing the rights of
Africans.
In another action the Board adopted a
resolution urging greater efforts in the conservation of natural resources, the continuation of experiments for increasing food production and increased measures for familyplanning. "The growth of the world's population poses problems that underlie and
affect much of man's life today," the Board
said. "It has augmented the problem in education, employment, health and literacy, and
it has made difficult the sustaining of life itself."
The Board stated that governments and
individuals should have access to the best
information available in family-planning,
from which to make their own decisions. It
called on The Methodist Church, through
its appropriate boards and agencies to join
with others in efforts to accelerate work in
the field of family planning, and to encour- _
age the United States government to pass
legislation giving help in family planning to
those countries requesting it.

NON-PROFIT HOUSING
IS MISSIONS CONCERN
The national home missions agency of
The Methodist Church has moved into a
new area of the church's missionary-concern
by approving a venture in church-initiated,
non-profit housing.
The agency, the National Division of the
Methodist Board of Missions, authorized
adding to the Division staff a specialist in
housing, who will give "counsel, stimulation
and . encouragement" to Methodist leaders
in the development of non-profit ·housing
projects. The Division said · the principal
goals of its new program are to help provide "shelter for the nurture of family life"
and to help develop racially and economically balanced communities.
Action on the program followed a presentation by the Rev. Dr. J. Edward Carothers, New York, associate general secretary of the Board of Missions with
responsibility for the National Division.
Dr. Carothers said the program did not
envision expenditure of National Division
funds directly in the housing field and that
the cost is expected to be confined to the
salary and e>..-penses of the housing specialist and his office. Non-profit housing projects
are eligible to receive long-term loans from
the Office of Economic Opportunity and the
Housing and Home Finance Agency.
The National Division, Dr. Carothers said,
is receiving requests from Methodist bishops
WORLD OUTLOOK
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and other leaders for help and guidance in
the housing field. He said that the housing
specialist could work with both individuals
and with groups, such as annual (regional)
conference boards of missions, that are interested in the non-profit housing field.
In urging the National Division to act,
Dr. Carothers said that cooperatively developed, non-profit housing gives people an
ownership stake in the developing cities of
America. The cooperative housing to be
provided through the new Division counseling service would not be subsidized, nor
would it be for the upper income family, he
said. It would be for middle and lower-income families.
"A housing revolution is about to begin
in our country," Dr. Carothers said. "In 20
years, 180,000,000 Americans will be living
in 216 cities; this equals the number of our
entire population in 1960.
"The church has had a history of concern
for the family and for the necessity of a
house within which the family finds its
nurture. TI1ere is also a heritage of concern
for good, balanced communities-by which
I refer not only to racial inclusiveness but
also to the need for a balance among income
classes.
"It has been observed that one of the
best ways to preserve the principle of private ownership is to assist people in owning
something. Cooperatively developed, nonprofit housing gives people an ownership
stake in our developing cities.
"If the church does not act in the housing
revolution brought on by urbanization, I
am convinced there will be no action. When
the church engages in action, others follow.
I do not think the churches will be in the
housing business forever, but it jg my guess
that for the next half-century or so, the
churches will :find one of their major service
opportunities in the guidance, stimulation
and actual organization of local groups into
the formation of suitable corporations to
secure non-profit housing and balanced
neighborhoods." ·

''be specific!''
is not always good advice
Today it's wiser to be general.
When the world spun more
slowly, and political change was
so gradual as to be almost imperceptible, those who purchased
annuities for lifetime income
could safely elect specific mission
projects to benefit after their
deaths. One could designate
$2,000 to build a clinic in Borneo
or $5,000 for a church in Rhodesia, and rejoice that after death

his Christian stewardship would
be perpetuated just as he had
planned.
Today, the upheavals of independence and national self-determination frequently make it impossible for such specific projects
to be carried out. The wise annuitant selects a field of service, and
leaves the specifics in the hands
of the astute administrators of the
World Div1sion.
The World Division
serves in six vital fields
of Christian mission in
32 countries. Which is
closest to your heart ?
For more information
about Methodist
annuities and the
newly increased rates
of income return,
write Dept. W0-36
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URBAN TRAINING PROGRAM
OKAYED BY MISSION BOARD
A nationwide, six-million-dollar program
to retrain clergy and laity in The Methodist
Church for more effective witness and service in an urbanized America was launched
by the Methodist Board of Missions at its
annual meeting.
Called "MUST," meaning "Methodist
United Service and Training," the program
encompasses fourteen different channels of
action, ranging from the support of religious
art and drama to the training of 200 young
full-time workers in the church's urban mission.
Though initiated by the Board of Missions, the program envisions that from the
start there \vill be cooperative planning and
action by at least ten national Methodist
boards and agencies.
Financing of the MUST program will be
sought from Methodist churches, church
groups and individuals through the Advance
Special plan of missionary giving. The cost
is estimated at $5,835,000.
The comprehensive retraining venture
MARCH 1966
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was adopted by the Board of Missions on
recommendation of its National Division,
which has responsibility for Methodist
home missionary and church extension work
in America. The leader making the presentation was tl1e Rev. Dr. J. Edward
Carothers, New York, associate general secretary of the Board with executive responsibility for the National Division. In a seventeen-page paper outlining the program, he

91102

said:
"MUST is a proposal for a massive movement by Methodism in leadership, enlistment, training and program development
for serving people in urbanized America.
In the present generation, we have the opportunity-yes, the necessity-for a massive forward stride to serve a culhire in
transition. Let us direct our resources to the
training of both clergy and lnity in new
[ 147]
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skills for the church's mission.
"Retraining of both ministers and laymen
is essential if the church is to fulfill its mission in a culture that is changing so radically and so rapidly that the te1m 'revolutionary' becomes almost commonplace. The
knowledge explosion, the dawning world of
cybernation and space h"avel, the vastly increased power of man to control his life and
his environment-all these are the world of
the future that is pouring in upon us right
now.
"Though the church has always been in
the midst of a changing order, it has probably never had to cope with as many farreaching changes in such a short time as in
this generation. Since the pace of change
will continue and probably increase, the
church must accommodate itself to rapid
change as a norm of life. Faced by charges
of atrophy, impotence and irrelevance, the
church must find and develop the skills that
will enable it to continue as an effective instrument of God's mission in and to the
world. MUST is aimed at finding some of
these skills."
The area of operation of MUST is nationwide, and its scope is so wide that it
"touches all bases" in the many phases of
the church's urban mission. As outlined by
Dr. Carothers, highlights of the MUST program include the following projects and
tentative, preliminary amounts:
$600,000 to help establish what are
known as "Life-line" ministries in ten cities
to potential suicides and other persons in
peril or desperation; $600,000 to help start

ten experimental and pioneer dialogues or
confrontations (called "intersections") between the church and modern drama, music
and other arts; $800,000 to assist in expanding Methodism's motion picture, radio and
television ministry and proclamation of the
Gospel; $720,000 to assist twelve Methodist
seminaries in developing special programs
of urban training for clergy and laymen;
$125,000 to provide one-year internships
in urban church work for twenty-five seminary students; $400,000 to assist with training 200 deaconesses and other young persons for full-time service in the urban
mission; $160,000 to assist with forming inner-city group ministries and larger parishes;
$500,000 to upgrade salaries of 500 inner-city and rural pastors an average of $1,000 each; $1,080,000 to help find and pay
adequately 216 leaders with special skills
needed in urban church work such as
workers with children, workers with young
adults and workers in community organization.
Though primary responsibility will be
carried by the National Division, the planning, decision-making and implementation
of the various MUST emphases will be,
from the first, a shared responsibility of the
Division and other agencies in the Methodist Interboard Commission on the Local
Church. The program is premised on the
ten national agencies in the Commission
having already achieved a high measure of
cooperation and on the necessity of cooperative strategy and action. The other agencies
in the Interboard Commission are:

Board of Lay Activities, Board of Education (including the Division of the Local
Church, Editorial Division, Division of
Higher Education), Board of Evangelism,
Board of Christian Social Concerns (including the Division of Alcohol Problems and
General Welfare, Division of Peace and
World Order, Division of Human Relations
and Economic Affairs), and the Woman's
Division and the Joint Commission on Education and Cultivation of the Board of Missions.
Other national Methodist agencies such
as the Television, Radio and Film Commission (TRAFCO) and the Commission on
Promotion and Cultivation, would be involved at specific points in MUST.
Of the high degree of cooperation necessary, Dr. Carothers said: "It is assumed that
in the program the various boards will join
in a full sharing of decision with the National Division, so that the highest possible
effectiveness in planning and procedure will
be gained. It is the assumption of this program that there will be no difficulties in developing fully a joint enterprise for the
training of clergy and laity, because the
boards involved have all shown remarkable
ability to work together."
One phase of "MUST" is already in operation in New York City, a venture in urban
mission that also bears the title of MUST.
However, tl10 New York MUST stands for
"Metropolitan-Urban Service Training." An
ecumenical program, it was initiated in
April, 1965, with a $500,000 grant from
the Methodist Board of Missions. It is
guided by an interdenominational board of
directors and an interfaith staff headed by
the Rev. Dr. George W. Webber of East
Harlem Protestant Parish fame. The New
York project involves h"aining clergy and
laymen in urban church service, and helping metropolitan area churches discover and
carry out their real mission. The national
MUST program seeks an additional $250,000 for the New York MUST.

BOARD OF MISSIONS
ELECTS NEW STAFF

MEDICARE
DEADLINE

MARCH 31

IF YOU HAVE NOT SIGNED
UP CHECK WITH YOUR
SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE!
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Six new executives were elected to the
staff of the Methodist Board of Missions at
its annual meeting. They are:
Mrs. J. Boyd Tyrell, 2624 Fairway Drive,
Roanoke, Va., who will be one of seven
regional secretaries of the Woman's Division of the Board of Missions. Her work will
be to interpret the work of the Woman's
Division, and of the entire Board, to Methodist women in a several-state region. Her
region of work has yet to be announced.
Mrs. Helen Swett, Bangor, Maine, who
also will be one of the Woman's Division
regional secretaries. The states which will
comprise her region also are yet to be announced.
Miss Florence Stein, 1305 East Hattie
Street, Fort 'Worth, Texas, who will be a
secretary of Christian social relations in the
Woman's Division. She will work in various
areas of Christian social action (such as
health and welfare, employment, education), and will represent the Woman's DiWORLD OUTLOOK

what is the church's role
in our changing world?

;;

•

These seven new titles explore many of the conflicts and controversies prevalent in our society ... agnosticism, self-doubt, fear
of the future, communism, and others. Each book, in its own way,
shows clearly the vital role which the church ... and we as members ... must play in our rapidly changing world.
More than this however, we believe you'll find in each book, a
message of inspiration and hope for the future.

THE
CHRISTIAN AGNOSTIC

TOO BUSY
NOT TO PRAY

By Leslie D. Weatherhead. Written by one
of Christendom's most famous ministers, this volume puts large question
marks after many traditional Christian beliefs. Destined to be the year's
most controversial religious book,
THE
CHRISTIAN
AGNOSTIC
probes at the heart of a whole new
concept of Christianity. 368 pages.
$4.75

By Jo Carr and Imogene Sorley. In these
brief "conversations with God," two
homemakers and mothers lay their
fe ars, confusions, and aspirations before God. The reader will be reminded
again and a g·ain that true prayer is
not speaking in King James English,
but opening the heart to God. 112
pages.
$2.50

EVEN SO

BELIEVE

By Chester A. Pennington. This book zeros

in on some of the major hindrances to
faith in our day. Dr. Pennington
shows a deep concern for the shallow
nature of religion for many people.
He believes the way to an exciting and
life-directing faith is not around, but
straight through, the hindrances. 128
pages.
$2.50

A RINGING CALL
TO MISSION

SERMONS TO MEN
OF OTHER FAITHS AND
TRADITIONS

SECURITY FROM ABOVE

Edited by Gerald H. Anderson. Fifteen sermons dealing with the conflicts within
Christendom and with other religions
and beliefs. Strong evidence is given
that there is far more existing Christian unity today than is usually assumed. 192 pages.
$3.25

By Charles H. Schmitz. "Contains some
amazing spiritual insights, described
in a fresh and unique style. Simply
written, provocative, imaginative.. . .
It gave me a new understanding of
old truths."-Dr. Norman V incent
Peale. 144 pages.
$2.50

By Alan Walker. Can the church help
people find God in the heart of a
city? The author believes that if the
Gospel does not get through to the
lonely masses in our cities, it has no
future. Here then is the vivid portrait of a new kind of mission . . .
one which serves man through a
gospel of social and personal salvation. 128 pages.
$2.50

At your Cokesbury Bookstore

ABINGDON

PRESS

The Book Publishing Department of The
Methodist Publishing House
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New London, Ohio

v1s10n in Washington, D. C.
The Rev. William A. Cheyne, Booneville,
Ark., who will be a director in the Board's
Department of the Advance. He will be responsible for interpreting Methodist work
among Spanish-speaking people in the
Southwest (principally Texas and New
Mexico) and for raising funds to strengthen
that work.
The Rev. Dr. Herschel Hedgpeth, Inglewood, Calif., who will be a director of
church e:>..tension for the National Division
of the Board. He will serve in the twelvestate Western Jurisdiction on The Methodist Church. He succeeds the Rev. Dr.
Charles Nowlen, who has become one of
the growing corps of New Church developers of the National Division.
The Rev. John E. Jordan, Berkeley,
Calif., and Sycamore, Ill., who will be associate director of the Department of
Campus Ministry in the Board's Joint Commission on Education and Cultivation. He
will share in the various phases of the department's work, including ministry to international students on American college
and university campuses and work with
Methodist local church secretaries of campus ministry.
Two of the six new staff members will
have their offices in New York-Miss Stein
and Mr. Jordan. Mr. Cheyne will have his
office in San Antonio, Texas, and Dr.
Hedgpeth in Denver, Colo. The headquarters of Mrs. Tyrell and Mrs. Swett are yet
to be announced.
Biographical information follows on each
46
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of the new staff executives:
1vlrs. Tyrell has been active in leadership
positions in the V\Toman's Society of Christian Service in the Virginia Methodist Conference. Since 1962, she has been president
of the Virginia Conference Woman's Society. Previously, she was vice-president
and secretary of missionary education of
the conference Society, and has held offices
in the Societv on the disb"ict and local
church levels.· She has served on the Virginia board of United Church Women and
has been active in the Ame1ican Association
of University Women and the Girl Scouts.
Mrs. Tyrell holds the bachelor of arts degree from Muskingum College, New Concord, Ohio, and the master of arts degree
from the University of Michigan at Ann
Arbor.
Mrs. Swett has been on the staff of the
department of health and welfare of the
city of Bangor, Maine, for several years.
Formerly she was employed in a tuberculosis rehabilitation and education program in Fairfield, Minn. Active in the Woman's Society, she has been secretary of missionary personnel for the Maine Methodist
Conference Woman's Society, and has held
district and local church offices. Born in
Maine, she holds the bachelor of science
degree from the University of Maine at
Orono.
Miss Stein has taught in the public schools
of Fort Worth for the last five years. During the summer, she has been program director of Camp Woodland, a project of the
Episcopal Church in Brooklyn, N. Y., and
program director for an experimental Methodist camping program for city children
from New York at Camp Sessions Woods,
N. Y. She holds the bachelor of arts degree
from Huston-Tillotson College, Austin,
Texas, -and has done graduate work at
Columbia University in New York. She has
been an active member of St. Andrews
Methodist Church in Fort Worth.
Mr. Cheyne has been pastor of the First
Methodist Church in Booneville since 1962.
Previously he was associate pastor of the
First Methodist Church in Fmt Smith, Ark.,
and pastor of the Chapel-Ebenezer Methodist Church near Durham, N. C. He has
been conference missionary secreta1y of the
North Arkansas Methodist Conference and
secretary of the South Central Methodist
Jurisdictional Board of Missions. Born in
Chicago, Ill., he was educated at the University of North Carolina (bachelor of arts)
at Chapel Hill and Duke University Divinity School (B.D.) at Durham, N. C. He
served in the U. S. Air Force for two years.
Dr. Hedgpeth has been pastor of the 2,100-member First Methodist Church of
Inglewood since mid-1965. He formerly was
pastor of First Methodist Church in La
Mesa, Calif., 1961-65; St. Paul Methodist
Church in San Bernardino, Calif., 1949-55,
and the Magnolia Park Methodist Church
in Burbank, Calif., 1936-49. From 1955 to
1961, he was district superintendent of the
former Arizona Methodist Disb·ict, which
took in most of that state. Dming his superintendency, he started twelve new Methodist congregations. Born in Arizona, he received the bachelor of arts degree from the

University of Southern California, and the
master of arts and bachelor of divinity degrees from the Boston School of Theology.
He received the honorary doctor of divinity
degree from the University of the Pacific,
Stockton, Calif.
Mr. Jordan since 1963 has been minister
to international (foreign) students at the
University of California at Berkeley. Previously he was assistant pastor of the
Osceola Presbyterian Church, Clark, N. J.;
the Methodist Church, Little Falls, N. J.,
and the Wesley Methodist Church, Bloomington, Ill. Born in DeKalb, III., Mr. Jordan
received the bachelor of science degree
from Illinois Wesleyan University at Bloomington and the bachelor of divinity degree
from Drew University School of Theology,
Madison, N. J. He had the distinction of
being a Rhodes Scholar from 1957 to 1959
at Oxford University in England. He was an
officer of the national Methodist Student
Movement in 1960. He is a member of the
California-Nevada Methodist Conference.

WOMAN'S DIVISION ASKS
LEGISLATIVE ACTION
The national Methodist women's organization concluded its 1966 annual meeting
by endorsing three major legislative issues
that are expected to be before Congress
this year:
1-A personal security law, aimed particularly at assuring greater protection and
justice to civil rights workers. President
Johnson asked for such a law in his State of
the Union message.
2-Extension of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act, with paiticular attention to strengthening its provisions for equal opportunity in
employment.
3-An increase in the national minimum
wage and extension of its coverage.
The organization adopting the statements
on national legislative issues was the Woman's Division of the Methodist Board of
Missions. It is the national body for 1,722,000 Methodist women in 36,000 local units
throughout America (including units in all
fifty states). The Division is one of five
major units of the Board of Missions.
In addition to action on legislative issues,
the Woman's Division appropriated $10,988,647 for mission work at home and overseas, and strengthened its program for the
missionary education of Methodist women.
In calling for a personal security law, the
Woman's Division said: "This legislation
seems imperative in the light of the failure
of local officials in some areas to prevent
racial violence or apprehend persons responsible for it, refusal of certain juries to
convict whites of crimes against Negroes
and civil rights advocates, and impatience
with the Justice Department's policy of
minimum interference in law enforcement
activities traditionally performed by the
states. The Woman's Division supports a
personal security law, such as was called by
President Johnson in his State of the Union
message. The Division calls upon Methodist
women to study this urgent need and make
their convictions known."
Asking for the strengthening of Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (on non·
WORLD OUTLOOK
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discriminatory employment practices and
polices), the Woman's Division had this to
say:
"We give support to legislation that
would include such principles as: I-Extension of coverage by 1967 to employers
with eight or more workers (when the present law is fully in effect, it will reach business with twenty-five or more employees).
2-The national Equal Employment Commission should be given power to issue
fo1mal complaints and cease-and-desist orders. 3-This Commission should be required to conduct a continuing survey of
apprenticeships and other training programs
of business establishments, labor unions
and social agencies."
In endorsing its third major legislative issue, that concerning the federal minimum
wage law, the Woman's Division stated:
"Special attention is called to the fact
that the minimum wage bill scheduled to
be brought before the House of Representatives in the last session of Congress was
held over by the House Labor Committee
until this session. This will be an issue in
the new session of Congress, and proposed
legislation will undoubtedly call for an increase to $1.75 per hour by 1968 and coverage extended to 7,900,000 new workers.
"Therefore the Woman's Division supports in principle legislation that provides a
minimum wage increase and extended coverage, and recommends that facts related to
this issue be made known to Methodist
women, with the hope that they will communicate their convictions to their legislators in Congress."
The Woman's Division made this additional comment: 'We note with deep concern that the Board of Missions has not met
the minimum wage requirement in all of its
operations. The hope is expressed that steps
will be taken to gather data on minimum
wage scales currently in operation, looking
toward the acceptance of the Federal minimum wage as a first step in providing adequate salaries in all Board-related work."
The three major legislative issue statements were adopted by the Woman's Division on recommendation of its Section of
Christian Social Relations, of which Mrs. G.
Albin Dahlquist, East Hartford, Conn., is
chairman.
Acting on recommendation of its Section
of Finance, of which Mrs. Harold M. Baker,
Toledo, Ohio, is chairman, the Division appropdated $10,988,647 for a variety of
causes in fiscal 1967, which begins June 1,
1967. Included were $4,785,899 for overseas mission work, $4,383,065 for home
missions and $150,000 for Christian social
relations. The Woman's Division appropriations will be integrated with appropriations
hv other units of the Board.
. To strengthen its program of missionary
education, in which more than 20,000 Methodist women receive training each summer,
the Woman's Division authorized weekend
seminars on the Christian mission and made
plans for eight regional schools of Christian
mission (each region covering several
states) and for ninety conference schools of
Christian mission (each conference taking
in a smaller area than a region). The DiMARCH 1966
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3, 1966 - Rev.
and
Mrs.
James
Snedeker and three children, from New York to
Uruguay, Mormac Gulf,
Moor-McCormack
3, 1966 - Miss Mildred Viola Wright,
from St. Louis to India,
Fli. #358, Ozark
17, 1966 - Rev. and Mrs. Joel C. Underwood and two children, from New York to
India, Statendam, HollandAmerican
17, 1966 - Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Maxwell and four children,
from New York to India,
Statendam, Holland-American
25, 1966 - Miss Anne L. Smeland,
from San Francisco to
Japan, Brazil Maru, 0. Sk.

vision acted on recommendation of its Section of Program and Education for Christian Mission, of which Mrs. J. Russell
Henderson, Little Rock, Ark., is chairman.
Presiding at all meetings of the Woman's
Division was its president, Mrs. Glenn E.
Laskey, Ruston, La.

BOARD OF MISSIONS
MAKES APPROPRIATIONS
The Methodist Board of Missions has appropriated almost $25,000,000, expressed
a desire to consolidate its headquarters at
the Interchurch Center in New York City
and approved a policy whereby the technical sbll of various national Methodist agencies in the U. S. can be made available to
Methodists overseas.
In the closing hours of its 1966 annual
meeting, the Board voted $24,725,055 for
mission work in America and in forty-eight
other countries. Included in the appropriations for fiscal 1967 (beginning June 1,
1966) are $13,525,398 for overseas mission
work and $9,379,974 for home missions.
The remainder is for, administration, interpretation, promotion and contingency.
In a recommendation made to the Coordinating Council of The Methodist
Church (another national denominational
agency), the Board expressed its desire to
consolidate its units in a single place, the
Interchurch Center in New York City.
The Board also said that it would like to
become an investor in the Center. It has
been in the Center since 1959 as a tenant.
During the last year, as additional space became available, staff executives of the
Board's National Division who formerly had
offices in Philadelphia, Pa., have been transferred to New York. The Board's recommendation about its lieadquarters will be
submitted to the Coordinating Council soon.
The Board adopted a policy by which the
competence and teclmical skill of U. S.
Methodist boards such as Evangelism, Education, Christian Social Concerns, etc., can
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Eleven new workers for the mzsswn of the church stand with Bishop Roy H. Short
(center), Louisville, Ky., president of the Methodist Board of Missions, shortly after
being commissioned by Bishop Short at the Board's annual meeting January 19 at Buck
Hill Falls, Pa. The newly commissioned missionaries include four who will serve in home
missions work under the Board's National Division and seven who will serve in Rhodesia,
Liberia, Japan and India 1111der the Vlorld Division. The commissioning service was a
liighlight of the Board's 1966 annual meeting.
be made available to Methodist and :tvlethodist-related churches overseas. Under the
plan, requests for such aid will be channeled to the Board's V/orld Division, and
the Division will arrange with the appropriate U. S. agency for meeting the request.
The plan, including detailed arrangements of the World Division with each
U. S. board, will be presented to the Methodist Council of Secretaries at its meetjng
later this spring. The presentation will be
made by the general secretary of the Board
of Missions, Mrs. Porter Brown. The Council of Secretaries is composed of the chief
executives of Methodism's national boards
and agencies.

AME CHURCH JOINS
CHURCH UNION TALKS
A seventh denomination-the 1.25 million-member African Methodist Episcopal
Church-has joined the Consultation on
Church Union (COCU).
The Rt. Rev. Robert F. Gibson, Jr., of
Richmond, Episcopal bishop of Virginia and
chairman of the Consultation's Executive
Committee, has announced that the A.M.E.
Church has joined COCU and will be sharing with representatives of the six other participating churches at the next meeting of
its Executive Committee at the Virginia
48
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Theological Seminary in Alexandria :tvlarch
18.
Largest of the independent Negro Methodist bodies in the United States, the
A.M.E. Church was among fourteen communions that sent observer-consultants to
the Consultation's fourth annual meeting
last April in Lexington, Kentucky.
A resolution adopted at the Lexington
session invited all churches with observerconsultant status to become full participants
in COCU. The A.M.E. Church is the first
to accept this invitation.
Official notification of the A.M.E.
Church's action was received from Bishop
Frederick Douglas Jordan of Los Angeles,
president of that denomination's Council of
Bishops.
The other six participating churches in
COCU are: The Disciples of Christ (international Convention of Christian Churches),
Evangelical United Brethren Church, The
Methodist Church, Protestant Episcopal
Church, the United Church of Christ, and
the United Presbyterian Church in the
U.S.A.
As part of a "pilgrimage toward a united
church," participants in the Consultation on
Church Union (COCU) have agreed to organize pulpit exchanges and interchurch
group study in the fifty states this spring.

The Rt. Rev. Robert F. Gibson, Jr.,
Richmond, Va., chairman of the Consultation, said that Sunday, April 24, has been
designated as Consultation on Church
Union Sunday.
Bishop Gibson explained that the, Consultation, in cooperation with its participating denominations, is encouraging "joint
study groups, prayer for church union, and
the widespread invitation of pulpit guests
across denominational lines wherever possible."
Six denominational participants in the
Consultation have shared in planning the
current observance. A seventh body, the
African Methodist Episcopal Church, only
recently joined the Consultation after assignments for regional responsibility had been
made.
A spokesman for the Consultation said
that A.M.E. Churches would be cooperating in community observances wherever
they are represented.
Prof. Paul A. Crow, Jr., of Lexington
(Ky.) Theological Seminary is in charge of
arrangements for Consultation on Church
Union Sunday. He is associate executive
secretary of COCU.
Two major thrusts for the observance are
being emphasized, Professor Crow said.
One involves pulpit exchanges or joint wor\:VORLD OUTLOOK
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ship services on Sunday, April 24, or some
nearby Sunday. A second phase is the involvement of ministers and lay people in
study and discussion.
Two books have been prepared especially
for use in these discussion groups. One is
Where We Are in Church U11ion, edited by
the Rev. Dr. George L. Hunt of Fanwood,
N. J., and Professor Crow (Association
Press, New York, and COCU). Dr. Hunt is
executive secretary of COCU. The other is
The Official Reporls of the Four Meetings
of the Consultation (Forward Movement
Publications, Cincinnati).
Professor Crow called the observance "an
attempt by the Consultation to communicate
its issues to 'the grass roots' in the participating churches."
"Led by the Spirit," he said, "our
churches have embarked upon a pilgrimage
toward a united church. In the Consultation
we have made great strides and are still
together in a new way. vVe feel these observances and studies are now very crucial
in helping our churches to understand the
situation and issues and to come to a conviction as we search for visible unity."
A list of the denominations and the states
in which they have assumed leadership in
setting up programs of worship and study
follows:
U11ited Presbyterian Cl111rcl1 i11 the U.S.A.
-California, Colorado, Michigan, New
York, Pennsylvania.
Methodist Church-Georgia,
Illinois,
Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, Tennessee, Wisconsin.
United Church of C71rist-Florida, Hawaii, Idaho, Maine, Montana, New
Hampshire, North Dakota, Oregon,
South Dakota, Utah, Vermont, Washton, Wyoming.
Evangelical United Brethren Cl111rcl1-Indiana, Ohio.
Christian Churches (Disciples of Christ)
-Arkansas, Kentucky, Missouri, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas.
Protestant Episcopal Church-Alabama,
Alaska, Arizona, Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland,
Jvfassachusetts, Mississippi , North Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Virginia, West Virginia.

MRS. CARLETON LACY;
WIFE OF CHINA BISHOP
Mrs. Harriet Boutelle Lacy, widow of the
late Bishop Carleton Lacy of The Methodist Church in Mainland China, died Friday
January 21 in Pomona, California, after a
long illness.
A graduate of Mount Holyoke College,
South Hadley, Mass., Jvirs. Lacy first went
to China in 1915 as a secretary of the Young
Women's Christian Association in Canton.
Three years later she married the Rev.
Carleton Lacy, a second-generation Methodist missionary. After brief service at the
William Nast Academy for Boys in Kiukiang, the Lacys were assigned to the American Bible Society in Shanghai, where they
served until Dr. Lacy was elected a bishop
of The i\fothodist Church in 1941.
During World \'Var II, while Bishop Lacy
MAHCH 1966

supervised the church behind the battle
lines, Mrs. Lacy worked with the American
Bible Society in New York. They returned
to China in 1947, but from 1949 on, Mrs.
Lacy was again forced to remain in America while her husband spent twenty-eight
months in Communist China, until his death
in December, 1951.
For the past four years Mrs. Lacy has
lived at Mt. San Antonio Gardens in
Pomona, a retirement home for missionaries
and other church workers. She is survived
by one son, Creighton, professor of World
Christianity at Duke University, Durham,
N. C.; a daughter, Eleanor, a social worker
in Boston, Mass.; and a granddaughter,
Linda. A memorial service was held January
26 in the Claremont (California) Methodist
Church.
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VIETNAM PROGRAM
SET UP BY CHURCHES
Three major church overseas aid groups,
under the aegis of a newly fm:med Vietnam Christian Service program, will funnel
money and specialized personnel into that
country to assist in handling one of the biggest concentrations of refugees in modern
times.
Backbone of the program will be Church
World Service, Lutheran World Relief and
the Mennonite Central Committee.
Church World Service will ask $250,000
from its supporting denominations. It will
undertake, with the aid of U. S. churches,
to secure volunteers to serve in refugee
areas mainly along the Vietnam coast. The
Mennonites have been in Vietnam since
1954 and will act as the coordinating agency
in the battle torn country. C\iVS and LWR
will work through the MCC. Dr. Atlee
Beechy, formerly Dean of Goshen College,
Goshen, Indiana, will direct the field staff.
The total budget for the new year will approximate $300,000.
Although some professionals are already
on the job, additional experts being sought
to bolster the program are doctors, nurses,
nuh"itionists, home economises, public
health workers, community development experts, mechanical engineers and others who
will cope with the massive refugee problem.
Vietnam Christian Service spokesmen estimate about fifty qualifie!l field workers of
the various categories n'amed are needed
immediately.
It is predicted that if the fighting continues the number of refugees may reach
the million mark this year.

RALPH A. KESSELRING;
MISSIONARY TO MALAY A
The Rev. Ralph A. Kesselring, fifty-seven,
one of The Methodist Church's senior missionaries in Malaya, Malaysia, died unexpectedly of a heart attack January 25 at a
hospital in Ipoh, Malaya. He was taken ill
at the Anglo-Chinese Scl10ol (Methodistrelated), where he was on the staff.
Mr. Kesselring, whose American home
was Itasca, Ill., had been a missionary to
Malaya, Sarawak and Costa Rica for thirtyfive years. His service in Costa Rica, where
he founded the Union Protestant School in
San Jose, was during World War II when
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Malaya was held by the Japanese.
During most of his missionary career, Mr.
Kesseh-ing was closely related to the extensive Methodist school system in Malaya,
which includes 50,000 students in more
than 100 schools. For thhteen years, he was
either educational secretary or deputy educational secretary of The Methodist Church
in Malaya. In addition, he founded and was
pastor of the Trinity Methodist Church in
Petaling Jaya, a suburb of Kuala Lumpur,
Malaya's capital.
Mr. Kesselring first went out as a missionary in 1930. Over a ten-year period, he was
a teacher in the Anglo-Chinese High School
in Ipoh and pastor of the Wesley Methodist
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Church in that city. Returning to 1vlalaya
after \Vorld War II, he again was principal
of the Ipoh school and superintendent of
the Ipoh Methodist district. For one year
after the war, he was principal of a Methodist school in Sibu, Sarawak.
Born in Malta, Ill., Mr. Kesseh·ing attended North Central College, Naperville,
Ill., and was graduated in 1930 with a
bachelor of arts degree. He held the master
of arts degree from Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill., and the bachelor of divinity degree from Chicago Theological
Seminary.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Florence
Kleinhenn Kesselring, who served with her
husband as a missionary, and three daughters. The funeral service was January 26 at
the Wesley Methodist Church in Ipoh, with
Bishop Robert F. Lundy of the Singapore
Area in charge. Burial was in Ipoh.

urer of the West China Methodist Conference.
His global interests and ties are symbolized by the countries where he has studied
and served. He was born in New Zealand,
where his parents still live. His early schooling was done in New Zealand, Australia and
England and his college and graduate work
in America.
He received his bachelor of arts degree
from Western Maryland College at Westminister and the bachelor of sacred theology
degree from the fo1mer Westminster Theological Seminary (now Wesley Theological
Seminary in Washington. D.C.). He
also earned the master of theology and the
doctor of theology degrees from Princeton
Theological Seminary.
He has served in and been related to
Methodist annual conference in West China,
Malaya and Switzerland. His annual conference membership since 1962 has been in
Switzerland.
He is the author of a study book, Chinese of the Diaspora, published for the
World Council of Churches by Edinburgh
House Press and Friendship Press. He has
written frequently for religious periodicals.
In 1954 he rewrote John Bennett's Christianity and Communism into basic English
and translated it into Chinese.
His wife, the former Loma Housley, is
the daughter of pioneer missionaries to the
Philippines. A former director of religious
education in Erie, Pa., she became a missionary in West China, where they met and
were later married. The Haines' have two
sons in high school-David and John.

from lllinois College in 1935 and his Bachelor of Divinity degree from Garrett Theological Seminary here in 1940. In 1964 he
received an honorary Doctor of Divinity degree from Illinois Wesleyan University,
Bloomington.
While a district superintendent, Dr.
Greenwalt developed a widely-used "Looka-Graf," a guide for local church self-examination and self-direction.
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ETHIOPIA TO BE HOME
OF LEPROSY CENTER

An important step in the campaign
against leprosy in Africa has been brought
to public attention with the announcement
of plans for the establishment of a model
training center in leprosy control, treatment
and rehabilitation in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,
under the joint sponsorship of five international voluntary and governmental agencies.
The announcement was made by Donald
J. HARRY HAINES
V. Wilson, secretary general of the InternaWILL HEAD MCOR
tional Society for Rehabilitation of the DisThe Rev. Dr. J.
abled and Oliver W. Hasselblad, M.D.,
Harry Haines of Tenapresident of American Leprosy Missions.
fly, N. J., an executive
The two agencies are the American-based
of
the
Methodist
sponsors of the training center. The other
Church's Board of Missponsoring groups are The Leprosy Mission
sions, has been elected
(London), the Ethiopian Ministry of Health
general secretary of the
and Haile Selassie I University. The EmMethodist Committee
peror of Ethiopia, Haile Selassie, is patron
for Overseas Relief
(MCOR).
of the proposed center.
He will assume his
The international project, called The All
Africa Training Center for Leprosy and Renew post Apiil 1, suchabilitation, will be the first such center in
ceeding the Rev. Dr. Gaither P. Warfield,
Africa especially designed to serve the needs
who will retire this spiing after twenty
years on the staff of MCOR, the last fourof all African countries. It will consist of an
teen as its top executive.
orthopedic and rehabilitation unit, a prosPROMOTION COMMISSION
MCOR, which has been observing its NAMES CREENWALT
thetics and shoe workshop, and a medical
twenty-fifth anniversary as the overseas reThe Rev. Dr. How- unit which will be the headquarters of a
lief arm of The Methodist Church, maintains
ard Greenwalt, Wil- domiciliary treatment program.
its headquarters at The Interchurch Center,
Construction costs of the project, which
mette, Ill., January 28
475 Riverside Drive, New York. A twentywas elected administra- will be centered at the Princess Zenebework
five-member committee administers its work
tive head of The Meth- Leprosy Hospital in Addis Ababa, will total
under the presidency of Bishop Ralph
odist Church's national approximately $500,000.
Taylor Alton of Madison, Wisc.
Purpose of the proposed unit is to profunds
interpretation
Dr. Haines, forty-eight, has been both a
agency effective imme- vide in-service training courses and short
missionary and an international Christian
term teaching seminars in every aspect of
diately.
relief administrator. He joined the Board of
Dr. Greenwalt suc- leprosy management, control;' and rehabiliMissions executive staff in January, 1965,
ceeds the late Rev. Dr. tative for leprosy personnel from all African
as director in the Department of the AdElliott L. Fisher as gen- countries.
vance. He served as executive secretary for eral secretary of the Commission on PromoThe center \vill be a department of the
Asia in the Division of Inter-Church Aid, tion and Cultivation which has its head- Medical Faculty of the Haile Selassie I
Refugee and World Service of the World qumters here. Dr. Greenwalt has been an University and \vill encourage the Medical
Council of Churches. For three years, he was associate secretary on the commission's staff College to accept increasing responsibility
responsible for administering seventy-three since July of 1956.
in training and research in the .field of
ecumenical inter-church aid projects and
The election came at a special meeting leprosy. An important aspect of the protraveled extensively throughout Asia.
gram will be integration of the new center's
of the commission.
A New Zealand-born missionary who
In his new post, Dr. Greenwalt will be . facilities with rehabilitation services for
served in China from 1941 to 1947, Dr. responsible for the promotion of The Meth- those crippled by diseases other tlrnn lepHaines went to Malaya in 1950. He was su- odist Church's basic benevolence fund- rosy and also with the Ethiopian governperintendent of the Central Malaya Meth- World Service-and a number of special ment's existing leprosy control service.
World Health Organization and governodist district and Malayan representative of benevolence funds. Annual goal of World
ment leprosy programs throughout Africa
Church World Service, relief and rehabilita- Service alone is $18,000,000.
A native of Illinois, Dr. Greenwalt served will be asked to send doctors, physiotheration agency of the National Council of
Churches. He was pastor of the large Wes- as a district superintendent in Modesto, pists and others to the center for training.
The sponsoring agencies hope that in ten
ley Methodist Church in Kuala Lumpur, Calif., for three years before coming to the
capital of Malaya, and the Wesley Method- Commission on Promotion and Cultivation. years enough doctors will have been b·ained
Prior to that he served pastorates at Love- for each country in Africa to become responist Church in Ipoh.
IT\ China, Dr. Haines served during lock, Nev., South San Francisco, and San sible for its own training center and that the
World War II in Chungking as worker with · Leandro, Calif. He is a ministerial member permanent staff in Ethiopia will be in a
position to continue its own program withstudents at the Chinese Air Force Cadet of the California-Nevada Conference.
Dr. Greenwalt received his A.B. degree · out outside assistance.
School. He was also an evangelist and treas50
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The Evangelical Rur~l lnstitutei s- located at. ltapina, in the Brazilian State of Espirito $anto.
In Brazil, the states ,of the north are among the most deprived in the Western Hemisphere. Most of the 25
million people of this area live insub-hu111an conditions, With their consequences of chronic hunger and
malnutrition, strength~sapping ,disease, and illiteracy (as much as 90 per cent in the interior, 80 per cent on
the coast). The birth r?te is highand so is infantand child mortality. The ,life spar1 qf those who survive
averages about thirty Lyears ahd __during mosLoLtheir Uvesthey_af.eso _weakened.b.y .hu'nger and sickness that
they can't endure hard work. Only about one out of four of the rural population own the land they farm.
Their plots are too small to sustain their families and they lack the technical equipment and knowledge to
cultivate the soil properly.
The Evangelical Rural Institute is situated in a farming region on land that is being ruined by erosion and
over-cultivation. Established in 1946 in the conviction that the Christian faith and a Christian program of
service and education would bring new life to the people of Espirito Santo, the lnstitute's goal-today-is
to prepare leadership which can help the people of the area find their way out of their traditional problems, and take the lead in education and technical assistance.
In an area where many young people reach the age of 15 to 30 with little or no education, the Institute
maintains an elementary and secondary school for students who are 15 years of age and older. Also, it
operates a night school for adults and two village schools.
During their tenure in the school, they will have been taught some practical ways to improve their homes
and will have learned some craft such as weaving or animal husbandry through practical experience on the
lnstitute's 150-acre farm and a small industries program. They will have learned the importance of hygiene
and the care of health. They will have become accustomed to a balanced diet for perhaps the first time in
their lives. Also for the first time they will have seen the Christian religion as something relevant and meaningful.
Staff houses are urgently needed, at a cost of $8,000, to more adequately care for the workers and teachers
who live on the campus. At present there are 12 staff houses.
The Project of the Month goal for expanding the lnstitute's staff houses is $8,000. Your gifts, marked clearly "Advance Special PPProject of the Month," should be sent to:
The Priority Project of the Month goal for expanding the lnstitute's staff houses is $8,000. Your gifts, marked
clearly "Advance Special Project of the Month," should be sent to:

WHAT IS THE PROJECT OF THE MONTH?
There are many needs that come to the Methodist Board of Missions from areas within the United States as well as
from churches in other countries with which the American church is affiliated. The Project of the Month is an attempt to bring to your attention a few of the most urgent of these needs. You can contribute to the Project of the
Month in any amount each month or as you are able. Gifts designated " Project of the Month" go lo the completion
of the series of eight projects yet uncompleted in this appeal. Designations for a specific project are honored.

Treasurer, Board of Missions of The Methodist Church
475 Riverside Drive • New York, New York 10027

Beauty 1s only
skin deep

It's what's inside that counts

Which cake would you choose for delicious, wholesome flavor?
TYPICAL CAKE MIX

FRESH MADE CAKE

While whipping

.. 3 Egg Whites (to form moist
glossy peaks)
Measure and sift .. 2 cups Cake Flour
2 tsps. Baking Powder
1/2 tsp. Salt
In large mixer bowl,
Cream well ........ 2/3 cup Pure Butter or Vegetable
Shortening
1 1/3 Cups Sugar
3 Egg Yolks
Slowly add, while mixing at low speed ..•
2/3 Cup Milk
1 tsp. Cream of Vanilla
(World's Finest Pure Vanilla)
Alternating with ....... . . The sifted dry ingredients.
Beat 2 minutes at medium speed.
Fold in ........ The whipped egg whites (low speed).
Bake in 2-9 inch round pans (greased and floured)
at 350 for 30 minutes.
Preparation time-12 minutes
Cost ... with butter 49¢; with shortening 43¢

Bleached Flour

Dried Egg

Sugar

Corn Dextrose

Shortening with
freshness preserver

Salt

l\'.lono and diglycerides
Nonfat dry milk

Artificial Flavoring
Cellulose Gum
Artificial Coloring

Leavening
Blend in mixer bowl, cake mix, 1 1/3 cups water, 2
egg whites. Beat 4 minutes at medium speed. Bake in
two 8 or 9 inch layer cake pans at 350° for approximately 35 minutes. Cake is done if it springs back
when touched lightly in center.
Preparation time-7 minutes
Cost ... including eggs added 49¢

What does the "Fresh Made Cake" have that the prepared mix lacks?
Fresh wholesome ingredients . . . . Rich , full flavor from the
World's Finest Pure Vanilla ..•• and five more minutes of
loving care in preparation.

Cream of Vanilla@ (the Essence of Orchids) is a product of
Marion-Kay. This top quality Pure Vanilla Extract is available
in an exciting new package.

For a true comparison, the cakes should be tasted without
icing because the sweet frosting is a "cover-up" for the lack
of fresh ingredients and full flavor in the mix.

Sold in better stores and gift shops. Also by Indies organiza·
tions nationwide. A postcard will bring you complete details
on the World's Finest Extracts and Spices. Write . . . .

M- K CREAM OF VANILLA
Dept. 3-Q
Brownstown, Indiana

47220

* Dependable quality for over 43 years.

